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In at least some embodiments, the method is performed for only one group. This 

single group in one embodiment includes all precoders in the codebook. 

[0021) In another embodiment. of coiurse, the single group includes only a portion of the 

precoders in the codebook, such that the signaling approach is adopted for only this portion, 

while other signaling approaches (e.g., the conventional bitmap) is adopted for other portions. 

[0022) In other embodiments, the meithod is performed for multiple different groups that 

respectively include different portions of the precoders in the codebook. In one such 

ernbodime11t, the signaling indicates the actual configurations for the groups in a defined order. 

In one embodiment, the one or more reference configurations for any given group includes the 

actual configuration, if any. signaled Immediately before that of the given group (according to 

the defifled order). 

[0023] Consider a s1mple example with an arbitrary codebook of size N, where the single 

group includes all N precoders. A certain configuration out of the zN possible codebook subset 

restriction configurations for the single group is deemed more probable. This configuration is 

represented by a single bit, '1'. The other zN -1 configurations are represented by a '0', 

followed by a bitmap of size N. One of th,e configurations is then represented by ·1 bit, while the 

other configurations are represented by N + 1 bits. Since the configuration represented by one 

bit is more frequently signaled, accord.ingi to the assumption, the aver.age number of bits 

required to convey the codebook subset restriction may be much less than N. 

[0024) However, if the assumption that one of the possible codebook subset restriction 

configurations was more likely than the others was incorrect for !he actual usage of codebook 

subset restriction configurations. the ave1rage number of bits required to convey a codebook 

subset restriction to a UE may be larger than N bits. One or more embodiments herein 

therefore aim to choose the representations of the 2N configurations well. Various methods may 
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represent the zN configurations differently depending on which sets of precoders are more likely 

to be restricted. 

[0025) Consider for example embodiments where the codebook is defined for a multi-

dimensional (e.g., two-dimensional) anteinna array. Such antenna arrays may be (partly) 

described by the number of antenna columns corresponding to the horizontal dimension M11., the 

number of antenna rows corresponding to tne vertical dimension M., and the number of 

dimensions corresponding to different polarizations M,, The total number of antennas is thus 

M = M11 M,,Mp. It should be pointed out thtat the concept of an antenna is non-limiting in the 

sense that it can refer to any vfrtuali2:atio1n (e.g., linear mapping) of the physical antenna 

elements. For example, pairS of physical sub-elements could be fed the same signal, ·and hence 

share the same virtualized antenna port. 

[0026) An example of a 4x4 array wit:h cross-polarized antenna elements is illustrated in 

Figure 3. Specifically, Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional antenna array of cross-polarized 

antenna elements (Mp= 2), with Mn= 4 horizontal antenna elements and Mv; 4 vertical 

antenna elements, assuming one antenna element corresponds to one antenna port. 

[0027) Precoding may be interpreted as multiplying the signal with different beamforming 

weights for each antenna pdor to transmi1ssion. A typical approach is to tailor the precoder to the 

antenna form factor, i,e. taking into account M11., Mu and Mv when designing the precoder 

codebook. 

[0028) According to some embodirne1nts, a precoder codebook Js tailored for 20 antenna 

arrays by combining precoders tailored f()r a horizontal array and a vertical array respective'ly by 

means of a Kronecker product. This mecins that (at least part of) the precoder can be described 

as a function of 
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where WH is a horizontal precoder taken from a (sub)-codebook XH containing NH codewords 

and similarly Wv is a vertical precoder taken from a (sub)-codebook Xv containing Nv 

codewords. The joint codebook. denoted XH®Xv, thus contains Nlf • Nv codewords. The 

elements of XH are indexed with k = o, ... , NH - 1, the elen1ents of Xv are indexed with I= 

o, ... , Nv -1 and the elements of the joint codebook X H®X v are indexed with rn = Nv • k + l 

meaning that m = 0, ... , NH • Ny -1. 

(0029) In some embodiments, for example, the (sub)-codebooks of the Kronecker codebook 

consist of DFT-precoders. In this case, the horizontal codebook can be expressed as X~ = 

ovet'Sampling factor and Ll1t can take on value in the interval O to 1 so as to "shift" the beam 

pattern (LI,~ =0.5 could be an interesting value for creating symmetry of beams with respect to 

the broadsTde of an array). And the vertical codebook can be expressed as 

r 
.2 tl-.11~ '? CMu-1)1+.1,,]T 

x~ = 1 e1 
TlMvQv '" e1

-"' MvQv , l = 0, ... , MvQ,, - 1, where Q.,,is an integer vertical 

oversampling factor and ii,, is similarly defined as above. 

[0030) It should be pointed out that a precoder codebook may be defined in several ways. 

For example, the above mentioned Kronecker codebook may be interpreted as one codebook 

indexed with a single PMI m. Alternatively, it may be interpreted as a single codebook indexed 

with two PMls k and I. It may also be interpreted as two separate codebooks, indexed with k 

and l respectivly. Further, the Kronecker codebook discussed above may only describe a part of 

the precoder, i.e. the precoder may be a function of other parameters as well. In a such 

example, the precoder isa function also of another PMI n. Again, this can be interpreted as 

three separate codebooks with indices k. land n respectively, or two separate codebooks with 

indices m = Nv · k +land n respectivly. It may also be interpreted as a single joint codebook 
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with a joint PMI. Embodiments herein should be considered agnostic with respect to how a 

codebook is defined. 

[0031) With this understanding, the codebook at issue in Figure 2 may be a Kronecker 

codebook that comprises different precoders indexed (at least in part) by different possible 

values of a single index parameter (e.g., index parameter m = O, ... , NH · Nv - l). In this case. 

the different possible values of the single index pa.rameter are divided into different clusters of 

consecutively ordered values. And precoders in the different groups are respectively indexed (at 

least in part) by the different clusters of consecutively ordered values. For example, precoders 

indexed by the cluster m = 0, ·-· ml belonig to a first group, precoders indexed by the cluster 

m = mZ. , .. m3 belong to a second group, precoders indexed by the cluster m = m4, ... mS 

belong to a third group, and so on. As an even more specific example, one or more 

embodiments exploit the Kronecker struc;ture of the precoder by mapping the inde:xl m to indices 

k and las m = N,,k + l and grouping the precoders such that m = O, .•• ~Nv-·1 is the first group, 

m=-Nv' ..... 2Nv-1 is the second group, etc. 

[0032] In another embodiment, by contrast, the Kronecker codebook comprises different 

precoders indexed (at least in part) by di1ferent pairs of possible values for a first-dimension 

index parameter (e.g., k = o, ... , NH -1) and a second-dimension index parameter (e.g .. 

L = 0, •. -.Nv - 1). In ibis case, precoders in each of !he different groups are indexed (at least in 

part) by pairs (k, l) that have tt,e same value for the fi.rst-dimenslon index parameter k and/or 

the second-dimension index parameter l.. 

[0033) Two different embodiments in this regard, referred lo as a "similar rows embodiment" 

arid a "similar columns embodiment". will now be illustrated in the context of a Kronecker 

codebook and where only a single reference configuration is defined for a group. The Kronecker 

codebook in this example consists of precoders wlth different angular directions, spanning a 

two~dimensional angular area as seen from the transmitter. An important use case for codebook 
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subset restriction in such an embodimen1i may be to restrict precoders in a certain angular area 

or angle interval, e.g. corresponding to a direction where a user hotspot of an adjacent cell is 

located. The eNodeB would then reduce interference to said adjacent cell and particular the 

hotspot area if precoders corresponding to beams pointing at that direction were restdcted. This 

is beneficial from a system capacity pers1Pective. 

[0034) In the following. consider the i;pecific example where codebook subset restriction is 

used on a Kronecker codebook in order to understand how different embodiments can be used 

to reduce the signaling overhead. In this scenario, a 4x4 antenna array with a mechanical 

downtilt of 18° is used. The Kronecker co•debook consists of 8 vertical and 8 horizontal 

precoders, i.e. Nu = Nv = 8. The angular pointing directions of the precoders in the codebook 

are illustrated In Figure 4. 

[0035) Codebook subset restriction is applied to restrict beams with pointing directions in 

the zenith interval (85°, 95° J (illustrated with dotted lines). That is. codebook subset restriction is 

applied in the angular Interval 85° < 0 < 95". meaning that the precoders with indices (k, l) = 

(0,4), (3,5), (4,5), (7,4-) are restricted. These restricted beams are illustrated with an 'o' while the 

unrestricted beams are illustrated with an 'x'. The beam index k in the horfzontal codebook and 

l in the vertical codebook is written next to the beams as (k, l). If this configuration of codebook 

subset restriction would be signaled with a conventional bitmap. /V = tv11 · Ny ~ 64 bits would be 

used. 

"Similar rows embodiment" 

[0036) In one embodiment, by using compressing of the CSR signalling, a scheme is 

designed taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (le, l) with adjacent l-indices 

(i.e. (lc,l 0 -1), (Jc, 10) and (k, L0 + 1)) are likely to have the same restriction setting. meaning 

that lf (le. l0) is restricted, Ck. lo+ 1) is likely to be restricted as well and vice versa. The scheme 

works as follows: 
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First, a bitmap of NH blts are sent, indicating the codebook subset restriction for the 

"row" of precoders where l = O (c.f. Figure 4), Le the precoders (le, L) = (0,0), (1,0), ... , (NH -

1,0). 

[0038) Then, the codebook subset reistriction for the second "row" of precoders, where l = 1 

is sent. If the restriction is the same as for the previous row of precoders, a '1' is sent. If the 

restriction for this row differs from the restriction of the previous row, a 'O' is sent, followed by a 

bitmap indicating the restriction for this row. 

[0039] 

[0040) 

The previous step is then repoated for each of the Nv "rows" of precoders. 

We illustrate this embodiment with an example, considering the codebook subset 

restriction setting illustrated in Figure 4, i .. e. the restriction of precoders with indices (k, l) = 

(0,4), (3,S), (4,S), (7,4) should be signaled. 

[0041) For l = O: 

No precoders with l-inde>< 0 should be restricted, therefore the bitmap '00000000' is 

sent. 

[0042) For I= 1: 

The restriction of this row is identiical to the restriction of the previous row. the bit '1' is 

sent. 

[0043) For L = 2: 

The restriction of this row 1s identi1cal to the restriction of the previous row, the bit ·1· is 

sent. 

[0044) Fpr l = 3: 

The restriction of this row -fs identl,cal to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

[0045] For l = 4: 
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The restriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit 'O' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

Precoders (0,4) and (7,4) should be rest1'.icted. Therefore, the bitmap '10000001' is sent. 

[0046] For l = 5: 

The restriction of this row is not idlentical to the re.striction of the previous row, therefore 

the bil 'O' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

Precoders (3,5) and ('1,5) should be rest,icted. Therefore, the bitmap '00011000' is sent. 

[0047) For l = 6: 

The restriction .of this row Is not idlentica I to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit 'O' Is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. No 

precoder should be restricted. Therefore. the bitmap '00000000' is sent. 

[0048) For l = 7: 

The restriction of this row is identilcal to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

[0049] The string of bits to be signaled is thus 

0000000001110100000010000110000000000001 ', consisting of 39 bits. Generally. the number 

of bits required With this scheme Is 

[0050] Wl1ere M is the number of times the rows change and a bitmap for a row has to be 

transmitted, 'M = 4 in the example. Analyzing the above expression, we note that 1 s; M $ Nv. 

This means that for some of the zN = zNwNv possible codebook subset restrictions, the number 

of bits required to signal the codebook subset restriction Wilh this scheme is smaller than N, 

while for others, such as when M = Nv, tlhe number of bits required is larger than N. 

(0051) It should be noted that 'this is .a small example for the sake of illustrating the 

embodiment. If a larger codebook is used, say Nu = Nv = 30, and M = 4 the number of bits 
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required with this scheme would be Nb,r.s = M ·NH+ Nv - 1 = 149 compared to N =NH· Nv = 

900 in the case of just transmitting the entire bitmap; this is hence a substantial reduction in tile 

number of required bits. 

[0052) Finally, it is pointed out that all possible codebook subset restriction configurations 

can be represented by this encoding/decoding scheme. thereby providing full flexibility. 

"Similar columns" embodiment 

[0053) In another embodiment, the s,cheme discussed in the previous embodiment is 

modified by instead taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (k, l) with adjacent 

k-indices {i.e. (k 0 - 1, 0, (lc0 , l) and (k 0 + 1, l) ) are likely to have the same restriction setting, 

meaning that if (k 0, l) is restricted, (/c0 + 1, L) is likely to be restricted as well and vice versa. The 

construction of the string of bits to be sig1naled would then work similarly as in the previously 

discussed embodiment, except that the precoders "columns" k will b~ used instead. 

[0054) In another embodiment an exitra initial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that 

encod.ing is done under the assumption that precoders (I<, l) with adjacent /-indices (i.e_ 

CJ<, l0 - 1), (le, l0 ) and (I,, l 0 + 1) ) are likely to have the same restriction, hence the encbding is 

done row wise. whereas a 'O' indicates thtat precoders (Tc, l) with adjacent k-indices (i.e_ 

(k 0 - 1, /), (k 0 , l) and (/<0 + l, L) ) are likely to have the same restriction setting, hence encoding 

is done column wise,. 

[0055) In another embodiment an ini1tial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that no precoders 

are restricted, a ·o· indicates that some pirecoders are restricted and the ·o· is followed by a 

number of bits representing the codebook subset restriction. 

[0056) Accordingly, different "compression" techniques (whether based on similar rows, 

columns, or otherwise) may be adopted for different groups of precoders in the same codebook, 

where the particular technique ,is indicate:d to the device so that the device can decode the 

sighaling. Alternatively, the same "compression" technique may be adopted for each of the 
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groups of precoders, but the network evailuates different possible techniques to identify the one 

that provides the best compression and then adopts that approach (and indicates it to the 

device). 

[0057) Of course, the embodiments shown in Figure 2, and variations thereof, may be used 

for signaling a restricted subset of precoders in any given codebook, whether Kronecker 

structured or not. Moreover, the signalin~J may be rank-specific, meaning that different signaling 

restricts different rank-specific codebooks. 

[0058) According to other embodiments shown in Figure 5, a method is implemented in a 

network node (e.g., a base station) for si1~naling to a wireless communication device which 

precoders In a codebook are restricted frorn being used (e.g., which Kronecker product 

precoders are restricted), As shown, the method includes generating codebook subset 

restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

precoders in the group, e.g., with a singlei signaling bit (Block 210). In at least some 

embodiments, this signaling (i) is rank-a!;1nostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their 

transmission rank; and/or (ii) jointly restrk,ts a group of precoders by restricting a certain 

component that those precoders have in common. Regardless, the method then includes 

sending the generated signaling to the wireless communication device (Block 220). 

[0059] Consider embodiments that jointly restrict a group of precoders by restricting a 

certain component that those precoders lhave in common. Precoders have a certain component 

in common if the precoders are derived flrom or are otherwise a function of that same 

component. In one embodiment, for example, a ,group of precoders W(b) that have a certain 

component b in common are jointly restricted by restricting that component b. Restriction of this 

component b may be signaled for instance in tem,s of one or more indices for the component 

(e.g., m where the component is indexed ·as b,,, or (k, l) where the component is indexed as b1;.,, 

with m, !G, and I being indices for a Kronecker-structured codebook as described above). 
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Note that embodiments herein contemplate a precoder having one or more different 

"components" at any level of granularity. For example, a precoder may comprise one or more 

different components b at one level of granularity. At a finer level of granularity, though, each of 

these components b may in turn be derived from or otherwise be a function of multiple 

sub-components xH and Xv such that b(xH,xv ). In this case. a group of precoders W(xH,xv) that 

have a certain component xH or xv in common may be jointly restricted by restricting that 

component xH or xv. Restriction of this component xH or xv may be Signaled for instance in 

terms of an index ror the component (e.g., /( or l where the component xH is indexed as xt and 

the component xv is indexed as xi, with xH and xv being horizontal and vertical beamforming 

vectors, respectively, and willl k and l bE!ing indices for a Kronecker-structured codebook as 

described above). 

[0061} In some embodiments, a precoder at one level of granularily .consists of one or more 

different components that are referred to as one or more so-called ''beam precoders". Each 

precoder Win this regard consists of one or more beamforming vectors b0 , b1 , ... , bx that are 

referred to as beam precoders. One or more embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of 

precoders W that have a certain beam pl'ecoder in common, by restricting that beam precoder. 

With restriction of precoders W as a wholle founded on restriction of one or more of their 

constituting beam precoders, these embodiments advantageously generate the CSR signaling 

in terms of beam-specific restrictions (i.e,., restrictions of certain beam precoders), rather than In 

terms of precoder-specific restrictions (i.e., restrictions on precoders Was a whole). In some 

embodiments, the device shall assume that a precoder W is restricted if one or more of its beam 

precoders are restricted. In other embodiments. each beam precoder must be restricted for the 

device to assume that the total precoder W is restricted. 

[0062) ln one embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit on 

a particular layer, where different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on 
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different poiarizations. Different layers ar,e transmitted on different beam precoders. A precoder 

W in this case can be expressed as: 

[ 
t> 

W=et• ob 
<Pc, o 

Here, W is a N x L precoder matrix. whe1re N is the number of transmit antenna ports, L the 

transmission rank (i.e. the number of transmitted spatial streams), b0 , b1, •••• bL-J are~ x 1 

beamforming vectors (denoted beam pre coders), <po, <p1 , ... , 'Pt-l and a are arbitrary complex 

numbers. In some embodiments, the first~ antenna ports are mapped to antennas with one 

polarization whlle the latter "i' antenna ports are mapped to antennas with the same positions as 

the first antennas. but with an orthogonal polarizatton. In such embodiments. for each column of 

w (Le. the precoder for each spatial layer), a beam precoder bis transmitted on one 

polarization and a scaled version of the s.ame beam precoder <pb is transmitted on :a second 

polarization, 

[0063] In another embodiment. a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit 

on multiple different layers, where the layers are sent on orthogonal polarizations. In this case, a 

precoder W can be expressed as: 

W =a• 0 
[ 

b 
</,1obo 

Accordingly, it should be noted that the beam precoders for each spatial layer b0,b 1, .... l>L- i 

may be different beam precoders, or. some subsets of the beam precoders may be identical, for 

example b0 may be equal to b1 . 

[0064) In yet another embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to 

transmit on a particular layer and on a pc:lrticular polarlzation. That is, a beam precoder may be 

defined in a slightly clifferent way than the definitior.i above. The definition of a beam precoder 

may for example allow different beam pmcoders to be transmitted on the different polarizations 

of the same layer. such as 
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Jn still another embodiment, the beam precoders may be defined by disregarding the 

polarization as 

[0066) Note that the beam precoders b0, b1 , ... , bL-, may be chosen explicitly from a set of 

beam precoders (a codebook) or they may be implicitly chosen when- selecting the (total) 

precoder w from a codebook X. It shoulcl be noted that the selection of the (total) precoder W 

may be made with one or several PM ls. In the case where selection of the total precoder w is 

made with several PMls, the resulting beam precoders for each layer may be a functfon of only 

a subset of the PMls or they may be a function of all PMls. 

[0067) Irrespective of the particular way a beam precoder is defined, though, one or more 

embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of precoders W that have a certain beam precoder in 

common, by restricting that beam precoder. That is, in some embodiments, codebook subset 

restriction (CSR) may be signalled basedl on the set of possible beam precoders b, instead of 

CSR signalled on the set of possible (tot,~I) precoders W. In some such embodiments, the UE 

shall assume that a precoder w is restric,ted if one or more of the beam precoders b0 , b1 ; ... , bi._1 

of each layer are restricted. In other such! embodiments, each layers' beam precoder must be 

restricted for the UE to assume that the t,otal precoder w is restricted. 

[0068] Consider a specific example ior an 8TX codebook with transmission rank 2. In some 

embodiments, this codebook is defined a1s shown tn Figure 6. Defined in this way, each 

precoder Wis formed in part from a beam precoder v,,, . The beam precoder index mis the 

same for some precoders W, including for instance precoders whose subcodebook index i2 is 

equal to 0, 1, 8, 9, 12 or 13 (since for those precoders m = 2i 1 ). This means that those 

precoders W have the same beam precoder Um in common. Accordingly, sbme embodiments 

herein jointly restrict a group of precoders w that have a particular beam precoder 11m in 
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common, by restricting that beam precoder ·v,n, e.g., with a single bit. Restriction of this beam 

precoder vm may be signaled for·instance in terms of index m. (e.g., beam precoders indexed 

with a particular value of m. are restrictecJ). Signaling in this case may constitute a bitmap of m. 

values, with different bits in the bitmap re·spectively dedicated to indicating whether or not beam 

precoders Indexed with different of m values are restricted from use. 

[0069) In alternative embodiments not shown in Figure 6, the beam precoder v 111 is replaced 

by beam precoder vk.l • which is a Kronecker product of a vertical beamforming vector xv with 

index k and a horizontal beamforming ve·ctor xH with index l. Restriction of beam precoder vk,t 

may be signaled ih terms of the Index palir (k. l). Signaling in this case may constitute a bitmap 

of (I<, l) value pairs, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not beam precoders indexed with different (k, l) value pairs are restricted from use. 

[0070] Instead of such a bitmap, restriction of one or more beam precoders vk,I in some 

embodiments Is jointly signaled in terms ,of a "rectangle" defined by two (k, l) value pairs: 

namely, (k 0 , l0 ) and (lc1, l1 ). In this case, beam precoders v1,. 1 with lndides k0 < k < k 1 and 

10 < L < l 1 are restricted. 

[0071) As yet another alternative. restriction of one or more beam precoders JJk.l in some 

embodiments is signaled in terms of a bitmap of k value-sand/or a bitmap of l values. If signaled 

as only a bitmap of k values, the device (n some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders vk.l with certain le values are ri3stricted, irrespective of those precoders' l values. If 

signaled as only a bitmap of l values, the, device in some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders vk,t with certain l values are restricted, irrespective of those precoders' k values. If 

signaled as both a bitmap of le values and a bitmap of l values. the device in some 

embodiments assumes that only beam precoders v,<.l with certain (le, l) value pairs as 

collectively defined by those bitmaps are restricted. 
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That said, restrictions specified in term of k and/or L Values may in some sense be 

deemed as restrictions at a finer level of igranularity than even the beam precoders themselves, 

Indeed, as noted above, each beam precoder v11,1, is in some embodiments a Kronecker 

product of a verlical beamfomiing vector xv with index k and a horizontal beamforming vector 

xH with index l. Accordingly, signaling the restriction as I< and/or l values effectively amounts 

to restricting (sub)components xH or .xv. 

[0073] Consider a simple example of' these finer-granularity embodiments where codebook 

subset restriction is to be applied to beam precoders with l values of 3 or 4. If this configuration 

of codebook subset restriction would be signaled with a conventional bitmap, N =NH• Nv = 64 

bits would be used. By contrast, the scheme in these finer-granularity embodiments consic;ler 

restriction of entire precodet "rows", i.e alll precoders that are formed from beam precoders with 

the same L-indet< is either I\Jrned on or off. To signal the codebook subset restriction in this 

example, therefore, the bitmap '00011000' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits, may be senL 

With this scheme, a. large requction of th,~ number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

restriction is seen. However. not all of tho 2N possible codebook subset res1rictions may be 

signaled. 

[0074] In a similar embodiment, the restriction is applied on the precoder "columns" k and 

the codebook subset restriction is signaled with a NH bit long bitmap, indicating restrictions of 

entire precoder "columns". 

[0075] In another embodiment an exItra initial bit is inserted where '1' Indicates that 

encoding is done as above "row wise"; Whereas a '0' indicates is done "column Wise". 

[0076) In yet another embodiment, tlhe device shall assume that a precoder 'W ts restricted 

if both the vertical and the horizontal precoder in the Kronecker structure are restricted. If only 

one of1he vertical and horizontal precoders are restricted, then the UE shall not assume that the 

resulting precoder after Kronecker operation is restricted. 
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Thus, one or more embodiments herein advantageously exploit a codebook's 

Kronecker structure to generate the sign;3ling of Figure 5 1n terms of indices le, l, and/or m. In 

some embodiments, for example, the signaHng is generated to jointly restrict, e.g-, with a single 

bit, a group of precoders that either (i) ha1ve the same value of index le: (ii) have the same value 

of index l; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k, l). 

[0078) In some embodiments, signalling that jointly restricts a group of ptecoders by 

restricting a certain component (e.g., bea1m precoder) that those precoders have in common is 

rank-agnostic. That is, the signafing jointly restricts the group of precoders regardless of the 

precoders' transmission rank (i.e., regardlless of which rank-specific codebook they belong to). 

For example, embodiments that restrict z1 single beam precoder h0 can be extended so that all 

precoders across all ranks that contain the restrlcted beam precoder h0 are restricted. Hence. all 

precoders across all ranks that contain a certain beam precoder h0 is a precoder group that can 

be restricted jointly_ According to some embodiments, therefore, an advantage of signaling CSR 

based on beam precoders is that one does not need to signal a separate CSR for precoders 

with different rank (precoders with different rank are restdcted with the same CSR). This 

reduces signaling overhead. 

[0079) Signaling that jointly restricts a group of precoders by restricting a certain component 

that those precoders have in common also pr.aves effective for restricting precoders that 

transmit jn whole or in part towards certain angular pointing directions. Indeed, according to 

some embodiments herein, the network node jointly restricts a group of precoders that transmit 

at least in part towards a certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain component 

(e.g., beam precoder) which has that an~Iular pointing direction. In this way, the network node 

avoids transmitting energy in a certain diirection, by signaling to the device by means of CSR 

that the device shall not compute feedba•ck for that particular direction, 
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More specifically in this regard, when each precoder W is formed from multipie beam 

precoders, the precoder W in some sense has multiple angular pointing directions 

corresponding to the angular pointing din9ctions of its constituent beam precoders (where each 

beam precoder has its own azimuth ·and zenith angular pointing direction for example). In 

another sense, though, the precoder W hias an overall angular pointing direction that is a 

combination (e.g., average) of its beam precoders' respective directions. By restricting beam 

precoders that have certain angular poinlling directions, embodiments herein effectively restrict 

precoders that transmit at least in part in those directions, and do so with reduced signaling 

overhead. 

[0081) As a simple example, a set of rank~1 precoders with the same angular pointing 

direction but with different polarization pr,operties, such as the whole set of rank-1 precoders 

may be restricted by restriction signaling of a single beam precoder b0 • That is. when a 

restriction is signaled for a certain beam 1Precoder, the restriction applies implicitly to all 

polarization phases of the signaled beam. Hence, the group of rank-1 precoders exemplified 

above is associated with a single CSR bit and is thus jointly restricted. This reduces device 

complexity and CSR signaling overhead, since on the beam direction needs to be signaled. 

[0082) In another example, the set of rank-1 precoders 

may be jointly restricted by restriction signaling of a single beam precoder b0 • Hence, the group 

of rank-1 precoders exemplified· above is associated Willi a single CSR bit and is lhtJs jointly 

restricted. 

[00831 "Restriction of precoders with certain angular pointing directions can also be 

accomplished by specifying restrictions in terms of certain /G and/or l Values. This is illustrated 
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with reference to Figure 7, which illustratles the angular beam pointing directions of rank-1 

precoders 'in a codebook according to one example. In this example, the network node has a 

4x4 antenna array where no mechanical downtill is used. The Kronecker codebook consists of 8 

Vertical and 8 horizontal precoders, i.e. NH = Nv = 8. In this example, codebook subset 

restriction is applied to restrict beams with pointing directions in the zenith interval [80°, 100°] 

(the interval is illtJstrated with dotted lines). That is, codebook subset restriction is applied in the 

angular interval 80° < 0 < 100°, such tha1t the precoders with indices L-index 3 and 4 are 

restricted. The restricted be.ams are illustrated with an 'o' while the unrestricted beams are 

illustrated w.ith an 'x'. The beam index kin the horizontal codebook and l in the vertical 

codebook is written next to the beams as: (/c, l). To signal the codebook subset restriction in this 

example, therefore, the bitmap '0001100,Q' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits. may be sent.. 

With this scheme, a large reduction of thi~ number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

restriction is seen. 

[0084) In another embodiment.. the device shall assume that a precoder is restricted if both 

the vertical and horizontal precoder 11'1 the Kronecker structure are restricted. This allows to 

restrict a rectangular "window" of beam former pointing angles as seen from the network node. 

[0085) This can also be accomplished by signalfng the restriction as a "rectangle" of 

precoders defined by the lndex. pairs (/c0 , l 0 ) and (/c1 , l,). With this scheme. precoders wlth 

indides /c0 <I<< k,and l 0 < l < l l are restricted. 

[0086) Component-based restriction of a precoder group is just one example of 

embodiments that provide for rank-agnostic CSR signalling. Other embodiments herein also 

provide for such rank-agnostic signaling. For example, some embodiments herein ganerate 

signaling to jointly indicate that a group o-f precoders which transmit in whole or in part In certain 

angular pointing direction(s) are restricted, by generating the signaling to (expilcitly or in,plicitlY) 

indicate those angular pointing direction(·s). The signaling may for instance specify an angular 
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area or interval that is restricted, in terms of one or more angular parameters. This restriction 

may concern the angular pointing direction of a precoder as a whole, 0r the angular pointing 

direction of any beam precoder forming the precoder. 

(0087) In one embodiment, the angular area or interval may be represented by angular 

points (¢ 0 ,0 0) and (</>1 ,0 1), spanning a rectangle in the angular domain. Here, <I> and 0 are the 

azimuth and zenith angles with respect to the eNodeB respectivly. Multiple suoh rectangular 

areas may be signaled although the present embodiment focuses on the case of a single 

rectangular area for sirnplfcity. The UE may then calculate the angular pointing directions of the 

precoders in the codebook and compare them to the restricted angular area to derive the 

codebook subset restriction. The UE may need some additional information regarding what to 

assume about the transmitter antenna array (which does not need to correspond to the actually 

used antenna array) to be able to calculate the pointing directions of the precoders. Consider an 

exemplary embodiment Where the (sub).-codebooks of the Kronecker codebook consist of DFT

precoders, i .e 

[0088) The horizontal codebook can be expressed as 

r
. .

2 
tk-1.11, .

2 
(M1,-1)k+l.l1 1]1' xt = 1 e 1 

rrM11Qli •·· e 1 
" Mt,Qh , k = 0, ... , M"Q,, -1, where Q1,, is an integer horizontal 

oversampling factor and Llh can take on value in the interval 0 to 1 so as to "shift" the beam 

pattern (L\h =0.5 could be an interesting value for creating symmetry of bei;lms with respect to 

the broadside of an array). 

[0089] The vertical codebook can be e~pressed 

[ 

.2 th11~ J? tM~-1)/+a.,]T 
as x~ = 1 e' 1CMvQv ••• e -rr MuQv , l = 0, ... ,MvQv - l, where OviS an integer vertical 

oversampling factor and Liv is similarly defined as above. 

(0090) The pointing direction of precoder (k, l) can be calculated by frrst calculating the 

pointing angle with respect to the broadside of the antenna array: 
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Where dv and d1-1 is the vertical and horizontal antenna element spacing of the 

array, in wavelengths, respectively_ The mechanical downtilt angle {1 is taken into account in 

order to calculate the actual beam pointing angles as: 

[0092) 

tp = L(cos( $) sin( ii) cos(-/3) - cos( ii) sin(-P) + J si.n( o) sin( ii)) 

0 = acos(cos(cp) sin(&) si.n(-/3) + cos(-/3) cos(0)) 

The UE needs to be signaled the additional information dH, dv and f3 to be able to 

calculate the beam pointing direction of the precoders in the codebook. It is assumed that the 

UE already knows the parameters Qv, Mv, Q11., Mh and Ll as part of the codebook structure. 

[0093) The set of parameters ¢ 0 , 80 ,(/>1 , e,,dH,dv, f3 thus parame1erizes the codebook 

subset restriction In this embodiment. When signaling said parameters, several strategies may 

be used. 

[0094) In one embodiment, each parameter is uniformly quantized with a number of bits, 

over a predefined interval. An example is given in the table below. 

Parameters Interval Quantization bi1s 

</Jo, Bo,c/11, 81 [0,180] [deg] 6 

dH,dv [0,2] 4 

/3 [-30,30] [deg] 6 

[0095) In this embodiment, the number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

restriction is 38. Note that this is independent of the codebook size. 
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In another embodiment, each parameter may take a value from a fix.ed set of 

possible values. Each possible value of the parameter is encoded with a different number of bits 

depending on e.g. the perceived likelihood of the parameter taking that value. For example, the 

horizontal array eiement spacing dH may be encoded as follows 

Value 0.5 0.8 0.65 1 4 2 0·.75 

Bits 1 01 0011 0010 0001 00001 00000 

[0097] In this embodiment, the encoding of dlf was designed to take into account dH = O.S 

is a common value for horizontal antenna element separation, thus encoding this value with a 

low number of bits. Other. less common, values are encoded with a larger number of bits. Note 

that the encoding of dH in this embodiment constitutes a uniquely decodable code. 

[0098] In another embodiment, some of the parameters are uniformly quantized with a 

number of bits over a predefined inteNal, while other parameters are encoded with a different 

number of bits as in the prevlous embodiment. 

[0099] In some other embodiments, different sets of parameters relating to the restricted 

angular area may constitute the parameters that define the codeboolt subset restriction. In one 

such embodiment, only a zen1th interval 00 ::; e < 01 is restricted, and thus, 00 , e, may be sent. 

In another such embodiment, the restriction is only an azimuth interval cp0 s ¢ < tp1 , In y-et 

another such embodiment, the angle interval may be open-ended, I.e. ¢ < <P 1 constitutes the 

restriction. 

[00100] In other embodiments, parameters relating to the antenna array such as d11, d 11 and 

'l' are not a part of the codebook subset restriction parameters, instead they may be already 

known lo Lhe UE or the UE assumes a default value of said parameters and the eNodeB 

chooses restriction angles (c/>n, 00) and (ti>,, 0,) fn such a way that the intended precoders are 
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restricted when the UE calculates the restriction based on the default values of said parameters, 

where the default values of said parameters may differ from the actual value of said parameters. 

[00101) In other embodiments. more parameters may be included in the codebook subset 

restriction parameters. In one such embodiment, the roll angle y of the antenna array may be 

included in the codebook subset restrlction parameters. 

[00102] l n View of the above modifications and variations, one recognizes that there -are 

many ways that the CSR signaling can jointly restrict precoders in a group. The signaling can be 

rank-agnostic or not. And the signaling can restrict a certain component that is common to the 

group or signal angular parameters associated with the group. The signaling can take the form 

of a bitmap for beam precoder indices. take the form of angular parameters. take the form of 

sub-codebook index pairs. take the form of a bitmap for indices of a single sub-codebook, etc. 

Irrespective of these particular variations, though, CSR signaling overhead is reduced based on 

correlation of the precoder restrictions or equivalently grouping of precoders. But the group

based joint restriction means that not all of the 2N codebook subset restriction configurations are 

possible to convey to the device. Instead, only a subset of the possible conflgurattons may be 

chosen. 

[00103] Accordingly, at least some embodiments balance the loss in flexibility caused by joint 

restriction with the signaling overhead ga1ins by such joint restriction by performing joint 

restriction with respect to only a portion of precoders in the codebook. That is, codebook subset 

restriction may be configured with full fle><ibility on a subset A of the precode rs in the codebook 

(meaning that each of the precode rs ma)' be turned or, or off individually), while only a few 

configurations may be chosen for the rernainlng set B of precoders. For example, the codebook 

subset restriction tor the remaining set B of precoders rnay only be represented with one bit, 

turning all pr(;¼coders iri the set either on or off. This wtll reduce the CSR signaling overhead 

which is ben~ficial. 
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[00104) As an example in the context of beam precoders, the codebook may consist of two 

sets of precoders. One of the sets consis,t of precoders which may be equivalently expressed as 

a function of layer-specific beam precoders (as defined above) while the other set may consist 

of arbitrary precoders. In this embodiment, the first set of precoders may be configured with full 

flexibility while the other precoders in the codebook may be configured with limited flexibility. 

[00105) This embodiment is just one eixample of grouping of the precoders in the codebook 

where precoders belonging to set A is individually represented by one bit while precoders in set 

B are all jointly restricted with a single bit. This embodiment can be further extended by having 

multiple sets 8 as B_1,B_2, ... B_N where each oHhe set B_n, n=1, ... ,N contain at least two 

precoders each and is associated with one CSR bit. In Figure 8 an example is shown where 

Precoder 1 to 14 are each represented by an individual blt (Set A), while all precoders in group 

B 1 are represented by a single CSR bit, ie.g. the bit for precoder 15. 

[00106) The defined groups may also be overlapping, so that a given precoder exists in 

multiple groups. If this is the case, then p,riority or combining rules needs to be defined, so that 

the UE understands how to interpret the ,case when one precoder is restricted by the signaling 

of one group but not from another group it belong to. 

[00107) In a further detailed embodimient, therefore, the groups B_n fn Figure 8 may be 

overlapping and rules are specified in sta,ndard text on how the UE shall interpret CSR 

signaling, For instance, assume two groulps 8_ 1 and B_2 each represented by one bit and that 

one precoder belongs to both groups. Oine ruie may be that if a precoder is restricted in any of 

the groups it belongs, then the precoder ·should be assumed to be restricted. Another alternative 

is that the precoder must be restricted in both groups for the precoder to be assumed to be 

restricted. 

[00108) In some embodiments in this disclosure. we discuss codebook subset restriction 

using the terminology precoders and cod'ebooks. It may be assumed that beam specific 
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restriction is used in said embodiments, and that the terminology may be interchanged to beam 

precoders and set of beam precoders. 

[00109] Note that although terminology from 3GPP L TE has been used in this disclosure to 

exemplify embodiments herein, this shou:ld not be seen as limiting the scope of the 

embodiments to only the aforementioned! system. Other wireless systems, including WCDMA. 

WiMax, UMB and GSM. may also benefi1t from exploiting the ideas covered within this 

disclosure. 

[00110) Also note that terminology such as eNodeB and UE should be considering non

limiting and does in particular not imply a certain hierarchical relation between the two; in 

general' "eNodeB" could be considered as device 1 and "UE" device 2. and these two devices 

communicate with each other over some radio channel. Herein, we also focus on wireless 

transmissions in the downlink, but embodiments herein are. equally applicable in the uplink. 

Corresponding Methods In a Wireless Communication Device 

[00111] Embodiments herein also 1nclude methods in a wireless communication device 

con'esponding to the methods described above in a network node. These methods receive and 

decode the signaltng that the network node generates according to any of the embodiments 

above. 

[00112) According to one embodimenlt shown in Figure 9, for example, a method is 

implemented by a wireless communication device (e,g. 1 a UE) for decoding signaling from a 

network node indicating Which precoders in a codebook are restr1cted from being Used. The 

method includes receiVlng the signaling (Block 300). The method also Includes, for each of one 

or more groups of precoders in the codebook, decoding the signaling to identify which of 

different possible configurations is actually signaled for that group. Different possible 

configurations in this,regard restrict different subgroups of pre.coders in the group from being 

used. This decoding proceeds on a group-by-group basis, starting with a first group (Block 310). 

Specifically, the decoding entails identifyiing one or more reference configurations for the first 
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group, the bit pattern identified for signaling each reference configuration, and the length of that 

bit pattern (Block 320). These reference configuration(s) may be predefined at the device, or 

may be signaled from the network node. Regardless, decoding then entails detecting the actual 

configuration signaled for the group, by detecting a bit pattern in the received signaling whose 

length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration 

matches (Block 330). 

[00113) Such may entail, for example, determining the length B of the bit pattern defined for 

signaling a part.icular reference configuration, and checking whether a B-length string of the next 

bits in the signaling corresponds to the bi1t pattern defined for signaling that reference 

configuration. This determination and checking may be performed for each of the one or m.ore 

reference configurations, after which (if no reference configurations are identified as being 

signaled) a default-length string of the neixt bits in the signaling is decoded for detecting 

non-reference configurations. 

[00114) Regardless of the particular implementation of the decoding process (Blocks 320-

330), the decoding is repeated for each of the one or more groups of precoders in the codebook 

(Blocks 340, 350), 

[00115) Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the device-side embodiments include 

decoding of any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 3, 

including for instance the ''similar rows embodiments" and the "similar columns embodiment." 

[00116) According to one or more othi~r embodiments shown in Figure 10, a method is 

implemented by a wireless communication device (e.g., a UE) for decoding signaling from a 

network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used (e.g., 

which Kronecker product precoders are restricted). As shown. the method includes receiving the 

signaling from a network node (e.g., a baise station) (Block 400). The method also includes 

decoding the signaling as jointly restrictinig precoders in each of one or more groups of 
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precoders (Block 410). In at least some Eimbodiments, such decoding •involves decoding the 

signaling (i) as being rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission 

rank: and/or (ii) as jointly restricting a group of precoders by restricting a certain component that 

those precoders have in common. 

[00117) Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the device-side embodiments include 

decoding bf any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 5. So. for 

example, the device in some embodiments decodes the signaling as jointly restricting a group of 

precoders that have a certain beam preooder in common, by restricting that beam precoder. 

And one or more deVice-side embodiments likewise advantageously exploit a codebook's 

Kronecker structure to decode the signaling of Figure 10 ln terms of rndices k. I, and/or m. In 

some embodiments. for example, the signaling is decoding as jointly restricting. e.g., with a 

single bit, a group of precoders that eitheir (i) have the same value of index I<: (ii) have the same 

value of index l; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k. l). 

Network Node and Wireless Communi'catio.n Device 

[00118) With the above modifications and variations in mind, Figure 11 illustrates additional 

details of the network node 500 accordin,g to one or more embodiments. The network node 500 

is configured, e.g., via functional means or units 540-570, to implement the processing in Figure 

2 for signaling to a wireless communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted 

from being used. The network node 500 in some embodiments for example includes a reference 

configuration identifying means or unit 5-110 for identifying one or more reference configurations 

for each of one or more groups of precodlers. The network node 500 in such case further 

includes an c1ctual configuration identifying rneans or unit 550 for identifying an actual 

configuration for each of the one or more groups. The network node 500 also includes a signal 

generating means or unit 560 for generating signaling to indicate the actual configuration for 

each of the one or more groups, by generating the signaling as a bit pattern whose length 
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depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more reference 

configurations; and/or (ii) which referenc(~ configuration the actual configuration matches. The 

network node 500 finally includes a sending means or unit 570 for sending the generated 

signaling to the wireless communication device. 

[00119) In at least some embodiments, the network node 500 comprises one or more 

processing circuits 510 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing 

functional means or units 540-570. In on◄:! embodiment, for example, the node's processing 

circuit(s) 510 implement functional means or units 540-570 as respective circuits. The circurts in 

this regard may comprise circuits dedicated to performing certain functional processing and/or 

one or more microprocessors in conjunction with memory 520. In embodfments that employ 

memory 520, whic'h may comprise one or several types of memory such as read-only memory 

(ROM), random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices, optical storage 

devices, etc., the memory stores program code that, when executed by the one or more for 

carrying out one or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

[00120) In one or more embodiments, the network node 500 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 530. The one or more communication interfaces 530 include various 

components (not shown) for sending and receiv·ing data and control signals. More particularly, 

the interface(s) 530 include a transmitter that is configurea to use known signal processing 

techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and is configured to condrtion a signal 

for transmission (e.g., over the air via one~ or more antennas). Similarly, the interface(s) 530 

include a receiver that is cohfi.gured to convert signals received (e.g. 1 via the antenna(s)) 1nto 

digital samples for processing by the one: or more processing circuits 510. 

[00121) Figure 12 illustrates additional details of the network node 600 according to one or 

more embodiments. The network node 6100 is configured. e.g .. via functional means or units 

640-650, to implement the processing in Figure 5 for signaling to a wireless communication 

device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The network node 600 in 
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some embodiments for example includes a generating means or unit 640 for generating 

codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly 

restricts the precoders in the group, e.g., with a single signaling bit. The network node 600 also 

includes a sending means or unit 650 for sending the generated signaling to the wireless 

communication device. 

[00122) In at least some embodiments, the network node 600 comprises one or more 

processing circuits 610 configure.d to implement this processing, such as by implementing 

functional means or units 640-650. In on,~ embodiment, for example, the node's processing 

circuit(s) 610 implement functional mean:s or units 640-650 as respective circuits (simi;larly to 

that described above, e.g., tn conjunctiorn wtth memory 620). In one or more embodiments, the 

network node 600 also comprises one or more communication interfaces 630. 

[00123) Figure 13 illustrates additional details of the wireless communication device 700 

according to one or more embodiments. The device 700 is configured, e.g., via functional 

means or units 740-760, to implement ttw:i processing in Figure 9 for decoding signaling from a 

network node indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The 

device 700 in some embodiments for example includes a receiving means or unit 740 for 

receiving the signaling from the network inode. The device 700 further includes an identifying 

means or unit 750 configured, for each o'f one ·or more groups of precoders, to identlfy one or 

more reference configurations for the gro,up, the bit pattern identified for signaling each 

reference configuration, and the length olthat bit pattern. The device 700 finally includes a 

detecting means or Unit 760 configured to detect the actual configuratron signaled for the group, 

by detecting a bit pattern in the received signaling whose length depends on (i) whether the 

actual configuration matches one of the one or more reference configurations: and/or (ii) which 

reference configuration the actual configuration matches. 

[00124) In at least some embodiments, the device 700 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 7'1 0 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 
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or units 740-760. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 710 

implement functional means or units 740-760 as respective circuits. The circuits in this regard 

may comprise circuits dedicated to perfo1rming certain functional processing and/or one or more 

microprocessors in conjunction with memory 720. In embodiments that employ memory 720, 

which may comprise one or several types of memory such as read-only memory (ROM). 

random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices. optical storage devices, etc •. 

the memory stores program code that, when executed by the one or more for carrying out one 

or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

[00125) In one or more embodiments, the device 700 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 730. The one or more communication interfaces 730 include various 

components (not shown) for sending andl receiving data and control !',ignals. More particularly, 

the interface(s) 730 include a transmitter that is configured to use known signal processing 

techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and 1s configured to condition a signal 

for transmission (e.g., over the air via onE~ or more antennas). Similarly, the interiace(s) 730 

include a receiver that is configured to convert signals received (e.g., via the antenna(s)) into 

digital samples for processing by the one, or more processing circuits 710. 

[00126) Figure 14 illustrates additional details of the device 800 according to one or more 

other embodiments. The devfce 800 is configured. e.g_., via functional means or units 840-850, 

to impl·ement the processing in Figure 10 for decoding signaling from a network node indicating 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The device 800 in some 

embodiments for example includes a rec,eiving means or unit 840 for receiving the signaling 

from the network node. The device 800 f1urther includes a decoding means or unit 850 for 

decoding the signaling as jointly restrictinig precoders in each of one or more groups of 

precoders. 

[00127] In at least some embodiments, the device BOO comprises one or more processing 

circuits 81 O configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 
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or units 840-850. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 810 

implement functional means or units 840-850 as respective circuits (similarly to that described 

above, e.g., in conjunction with memory 1320). In one or more embodiments, the device 800 also 

comprises one or more communication interfaces 830. 

Computer Program Embodiments 

[00128] Those skilled in the art will als.o appreciate that embodiments herein further include 

corresponding computer programs. 

[00129) A computer program comprisi~s instructions which, when executed on at least one 

processor of the network node or the wireless communication device, cause node or device to 

carry out any of the respective processing described above. Embodiments further 1nclude a 

carrier containing such a computer program, Thfs carrier may comprise one of an electronic 

signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer readabl.e storage medium. 

[00130] A computer program in this regard may comprise one or more code modules 

corresponding to the means or units described above. 

General Embodiments 

[00131] In a first embodiment. a UE is able to receive messages in order to turn individual 

codewords on/off, The following holds for the set of possible messages: 

At least one of these messages, which correspond to a certain configuration out of the 

2"N possible configurations, is re1Presented by less than N bits. 

The message Will contain information to define on/off for each individual codeword in the 

entire codebook. 

Each message is uniquely decodable to the UE and will correspond to one of the 211N 

possible configurations. 

[00132] In a second embodiment. the UE of the first embodiment Is configured such that 

codebook subset restriction is done on b19am precoders. 
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[00133) In a third embodiment, the UE of the first embodimentis configured such that 

codebook subset restriction is configured! with full flexibility for a subset of precoders in the 

codebook, while codebook subset restriction is configured with a limited flexibility for other 

precoders in the codebook. 

[00134) In a fourth embodiment, the UE of the third embodiment is configured such that the 

set of precoders for which codebook sub:set restriction is configured with full flexibility is the set 

of precoders that may be equivalently expressed as a function of layer-specific beam precoders. 

[00135) In a fifth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that N = 

N_H· N_V from the Kronecker structure. 

[00136) In a sixth embodiment. the UE of any of the first through the fifth embodiments is 

configured such that the information used to design the set of messages consists of information 

about angular intervals which are likely to be restricted. 

[00137] In a seventh embodiment, the U E of the first embodiment is configured such that 

only a subset of the 2"N possible configuIratlons may be configured. 

[00138) In an eighth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that at 

least one of the messages, which corresponds to a certain configuration out of the 2"N possible 

configurations, is represented more than N bits. 

[00139] In a ninth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that the set 

of messages are designed using information about the likelihood of certain configurations being 

chosen. 

[00140) In a tenth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that the 

information about the likelihood of certain configurations being chosen Is only an implicit 

assumption of the likelihoods. 

[00141) ln an eleventh embodiment, the Uc of the first embodiment is configured such that a 

set of angles specifies the configuration. 
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CODEBOOK SUBSET RESTRICTION SIGNALING 

REU\ TED APPLICATIONS 

Thrs application claims priority to U.S. Provisional patent Application Serial Number 

5 62/103, 101 filed January 14, 2015, the ,entire contents of which are incorporated herein by 

reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present application relates iJenerally to a network node and a wireless 

10 communication device for operation in a wireless communication system, and more particularly 

to the network node signaling to the wir,eless communication device which precoders in a 

codebook are restricted from being used. 

15 

BACKGROUND 

The tJSe of multiple antennas at the transmitter and/or the receiver of a wireless 

communication system can significantly boost the capacity and coverage of a wireless 

communication system, Such M IMO systems can exploit the spatial dimension of the 

communication channel. For example, several information-carrying signals can be sent in 

parallel using the transmit antennas and still be separated by signal processing at the receiver 

20 By adapting the transmission to the current channel conditions, significant additional gains can 

be achieved. One form of adaptation is to dynamically, from one TTI to another, adjust the 

number of simultaneously transmitted information streams carrying signals to what the channel 

can support. This is commonly referred to as (transmissfon) rank adaptation. Precoding is 

another form of adaptation where the pl1ases and amplitudes of the aforementioned signals are 

25 adjusted to better fit the current channel properties. ihe signals form a vector-valued signal and 

the adjustment can be thought of as mu1ltiplication by a precoder matrix. A common approach is 

to select the precoder matrix from a finite and indexed set, a so-called codebook. Such 

codebook-based precoding is an integral part of the L TE standard, as well as in many other 

wireless communication standards. 

30 Codebook based preceding can be regarded as.a form of channel quantization. A typical 

approach (c.f. L TE and MIMO HSDPA) is to let the receiver recommend a suitable precoder 

matrix to the transmitter by signaling the precoder matrix indicator (PMI) over a feedback link. 

To limit signaling overhead, it is generallly important to keep the codebook size as small as 

possible if the feedback link has a limite,d capacity. This however needs to be balanced aga·inst 

35 the performance impact since with a lar,ger codebook it is possible to better match the current 

channel conditions. 
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For example, in the LTE downlink, the user equipment (UE) reports the precoding matrix 

indicator (PMI) to the eNodeB either peiriodically on the physical uplink control channel 

(PUCCH) or aperiodic on the physical uplink shared channel (PUSCH). The former is a rather 

narrow bit pipe (e.g., using a few bits) where channel state information (CSI} feedback is 

5 reported in a semi-statically configured and periodic fashion. CSI feedback in this regard 

includes one or more channel qLiality indicators (CQls}, PMls, and/or a transmission rank (e.g., 

indicating a number of transmission layers). On the other hand, reporting on PUSCH ls 

dynamically triggered as part of the upliink grant. Thus, the eNodeB can schedule CSI 

transmissions in a dynamic fashion. In contrast to the PUCCH where the number of physical. bits 

10 is currently limited to 20, the reports on PUSCH can be considerably larger. Thus, for feedback 

on PUCCH a small codebook size is de-sirable to keep the signaling overhead down. However, 

for feedback on PUSCH a larger cociebook size is desirable to increase performance, since the 

capacity on the feedback channel is not as limited in this case. 

The desired size of the codebook may also depend on the transmission scheme used. 

15 For example, a codebook used in multi-user multiple input multiple output (MU-MIMO) operation 

could benefit more from having a larger number of elements than a codebook used in single

user multiple input multiple output (SU-lv1IMO) operation. In the former case, a large spatial 

resolution is important to allow for sufficient UE separation. 

A convenient way to support different codebook sizes is to use a large codebook with 

20 many elements by default and apply codebook subset restriction in the scenarios where a 

smaller codebook is beneficial. With codebook subset restriction, a subset of the precoders in 

the codebook is restricted so that the UIE has a smaller set of possible precoders to choose 

from. This effectively reduces the size 01f the codebook implying that the search for the best PMI 

can be done on the smaller unrestricted! set of precoders, thereby also reducing the UE 

25 computational requirements for this par1ticular search. 

Typically, the eNodeB would signal the codebook subset restriction to the UE by means 

of a bitmap in an a dedicated message part of the Antennalnfo information element (see the 

RRC specification, TS 36.331), one bit for each precoder in the codebook, where a 1 would 

indicate that the precoder is restricted (meaning that the UE is not allowed to choose and report 

30 said precoder). Thus, for a codebook wlith N elements, a bitmap of length N would be used to 

signal the codebook subset restriction. This allows for full flexibility for the eNodeB to restrict 

every possible subset of the codebook. There are thus zN possible codebook subset restriction 

configurations. 

For large .antenna arrays with m:any antenna elements, the effective beams become 

35 narrow and a codebook containing many precoders is required for the intended coverage area. 

Furthermore, for two-dimensional antenna arrays, the codebook size increases quadratically 

since the precoders in the codebook need to span two dimensions, typically the horizontal and 

vertical domain. Thus, the codebook siz:e (i.e. the total number of possible preceding matrices 
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W) can be very large. Signaling a codebook subset restriction in the conventiona,I way by means 

of a bitmap with one bit for every precoc:ler can thus impose a large overhead, especialiy if the 

codebook subset restriction (CSR) is fmquently updated or if there are many users served by 

the cell which each has to receive the CSR. 

5 SUMMARY 

One or more embodiments herein include a method implemented by a network node for 

signaling to a wireless communication clevice which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 

being used. The method comprises generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by 

10 restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in common. The method 

further comprises sending the generated signaling from the network node to the Wireless 

communication device. 

Embodiments herein also correspondingly include a method implemented by a wireless 

communication device for decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in 

15 a codebook are restricted from being used. The method comprises receiving codebook subset 

restriction signaling that, for each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

precoders in the group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have 

in common. The method further comprises decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting 

precoders in each of the one or more groups of precoders. 

20 In some embodiments, the codebook subset restriction signaling is rank-agnostic 

signaling that jointly restricts the precoders in a group wJthout regard to the precoders' 

transmission rank. 

In some embodiments, the certa1in component comprises a beam precoder, Jn some 

embodiments, for example, a beam pre·coder is a Kronecker product of different beamforming 

25 vectors associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array. In this case, 

the different beamforming vectors may ,:;omprise Discrete Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 

In other embodiments where thei certain component comprises a beam precoder, a 

beam precoder is a beamforming vectoir used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer 

transmission. Different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on different 

30 polarizations. 

35 

In still other such embodiments, a beam precoder Is a beamforming vector used to 

transmit on: multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission; multiple different layers of a 

multi-layer transmission, Wherein the layers are sent on orthogonal polarizations; or a particuiar 

layer and on a particular polarization. 

In some embodiments, a precodler comprising one or more beam precoders is restricted 

if at least 011e of its one or more beam precoders ,is restricted. 

In any of these embodiments, the codebook subset restriction signaling may comprise .a 

bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap 1respectively dedicated to indicating whether or not 
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different beam precoders are restricted from being used. 

Alternatively or additionally, a beiam precoder may be a Kronecker product of first and 

second beamforming vectors with first and second indices. In this case, the first and second 

beamforming vectors may be associated with different dimensions of a multi-dimensional 

5 antenna array, and the codebook subse1t restriction signaling may jointly restrict the precoders in 

a group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first and second indices. 

In some embodiments, each pre,coder comprises one or more beam precoders. In some 

of these embodiments, each beam prec:oder comprises multiple different components 

corresponding to different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna array. The certain 

10 component in this case may comprise a1 component of a beam precoder. 

In some embodiments, the codebook subset restriction signaling jolntly restricts the 

precoders in a group of precoders that transmit at least in part towards a certain angular 

pointing direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular pointing direction 

Embodiments herein also include another method implemented by a network node for 

15 signaling to a wireless communication clevice which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 

being used. The method comprises a number of steps for each of one or more groups of 

precoders in the codebook. These steps ,include identifying one or more reference 

configurations for the group. Each refenence configuration is one of different possible 

configurations that restrict different sub(Foups of precoders in the group from being used. The 

20 steps also include identifying, from the <:lifferent possible configurations for the group, an actual 

configuration to be signaled for the group. The steps also include generating signaling to 

indicate the actual configuration for the group, by generating the signaling as a bit pattern 

whose length depends on (i) whether the actual confi.9uration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration 

25 matches. The method further comprises sending the generated signaling to the wireless 

communication device. 

Embodiments herein further incl,ude another corresponding method implemented by a 

wireless communication device for decoding signaling from a network node 1ndicating wh1ch 

precoders in a Codebook are restricted !from being used. The method includes receiving 

30 signaling from the network node. The method also entails a number of steps for each of one or 

more groups of precoders in the codebook. These steps include identifying one or more 

reference configurations for the group. Each reference configuration ts one of different possible 

configurations that restrict different suburoups of precoders in the group from being used. The 

steps further include identifying a bit pa1ttern defined for signaling each reference configuration, 

35 and a length of that bit pattern. The steps also include detecting an actual configuration signaled 

for the group, by detecting in the signaling a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether tt,e 

actual configuration matches one of the one or more reference configurations and/or (ii) which 

reference configuration the actual confi1Juration matches. 
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In some embodiments, the signaling is a short bit pattern when the actual configuration 

matches any one of the one or more reference configurations and is a long bit pattern when the 

actual configuration does not match any of the one or more reference configurations. A long bit 

pattern has more bits than a short bit pc1ttem. In this case, the one or more reference 

5 configurations for at least one of the on◄3 or more groups may comprise a single reference 

configuration, and different long bit patt«:ms may be respectively defined for signaling different 

configurations other than the single refeirence configuration. Alternatively or additionally, a long 

bit pattern defined for signaling the actual configuration for the group may comprise: (i) a 

non-reference bit pattern defined for signaling that the actual configuration does not match a 

10 reference configuration for the group; and (ii) a bitmap comprising different bits respectively 

dedicated to indfcating Whether different precoders in the group are restricted from being used, 

!n some embodiments, the one or more reference configurations for at least one of the 

one or more groups comprise multiple r,eference configurations. In this case, when the actual 

configuration matches a particular one of the multiple reference configurations, the signaling is a 

15 bit pattern whose length is shorter than that of a bit pattern generated when the actual 

configuration matches a different one of the multiple reference configurations. 

In some embodiments. the one or more reference configurations for a group each have 

an actual or assumed higher probability of being signaled than any other possible configuration 

that is not one of the one or more referemce configurations. 

20 In some embodiments, the meth1od is performed for multiple different groups that 

respectively include different portions of the precoders in the codebook. In this case, the 

signaling indicates the actual configurations for the groups in a defined order. The one or more 

reference configurations for each group comprises a single reference configuration, and the 

single reference configuration for any given group is the actual configuration, if any, signaied 

25 immediately before that of the given gra,up. 

In some embodiments, the codebook is a Kronecker codebook defined for a multi

dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders indexed by different possible 

val Lies of a single index parameter. In U1is case, the different possible values of the single index 

parameter are divided into different clus:ters of consecutively ordered values, and precoders in 

30 different ones of the one or more group:s are respectively indexed by the different clusters of 

consecutively ordered values. 

In some embodiments, the codebook is a Kronecker codebook defined for a multi

dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders inde.xed by different pairs of 

possible values for a first-dimension index parameter and a second~dimension index parameter. 

35 In this case, precoders in each of the one or more groups are indexed by pairs that have the 

same value for either the first-dimension index parameter or the second-dimension index 

parameter. 
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Embodiments herein further incliude corresponding apparatus anq computer program 

products. 

In at least some embodiments, signaling a codebook subset restriction in this way 

advantageously lowers the signaling ov,erhead imposed by transmitting the codebook subset 

5 restriction, while still allowing for flexibility in configuring different codebook subset restrictions 

Embodiments herein therefore g1enerally include methods to reduce the number of bits 

required for signallng a codebook subsHt restriction configuration to a wireless communication 

device. The methods in one or more of these embodiments do so by: 

Utilizing an explicit or implicit assumption about which sets of precoders are more likely 

10 to be restricted, and/or associating a group of precoders with a single codebook subset 

restriction bit. 

BRIEF DESCIRIPTJON OF THE DRAWINGS 

Figure 1 is a logic flow diagram iindicating codebook subset restriction (CSR) signaling 

15 between a network node and a wireless. communication device according to one or more 

embodiments. 

Figur-e 2 is a logic flow diagram •of a method implemented by a network node for 

signaling to a wireless commllnicatlon clevice which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 

being used, according to some embodiments. 

20 Figure 3 is a block diagram of a two-dimensional antenna array of cross-polarized 

antenna elements according to some embodiments. 

Figure 4 is a graph illustrating the angular pointing dfrections of precoders in a codebook 

according to some embodiments. 

Figure 5 is a logic flow diagram of a method implemsnted by a network node for 

25 signaling to a wireless communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 

being used, according to other embodiments. 

Figure 6 is a block diagram of an e.xemplary codebook according to some embodiments. 

Figure 7 is a graph illustrating the angular pointing directions of precoders in a codebook 

according to other embodiments. 

30 Figure 8 is a block diagram of precoder groupings according to some embodiments. 

Figure 9 is a logic flow diagram of a method implemented by a wireless communication 

device for decoding signaling from a ne'twork node indicating which precoders in a codebook 

are restricted from being used, according to some embodiments. 

Figure 10 is a logic flow diagram of a method implemented by a wireless communication 

35 device for decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in a codebook 

are restricted from being used, according to other embodiments. 

Figure 11 is a block diagram of a network node according to some embodiments. 

Figure 12 is a block diagram of -a network node according to other embodiments. 
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Figure 13 is a block diagram of a wireless communication qevice according to some 

embodiments. 

Figure 14 is a block diagram of a wireless communication device according to other 

embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

According to the flowchart of FigIure 1. a network node 10 ln a Wireless communication 

network (e.g .. an eNB in the network) signals a codebook subset restriction (CSR) configuration 

12 to a wireless communication device 14 (e.g., a UE). The device 14 then sends a channel 

10 state information (CSI) report 16 back to the network. This CSI report 16 suggests which of 

different possible precoders in a codebook the network should use for transmitting to the device 

14, but the CSI report 16 is restricted in the sense that tt,ere is a subset of precoders that 

cannot be reported by the device 14; that is, all precoders in the codebook cannot be selected 

and reported by the device 14. This res1triction is defined by the signaled CSR configuration 12. 

15 In more detail, for a precoder codebook X, consisting of N precoders, there are zN 
possible codebook subset restriction configurations since each precoder can individually either 

be allowed or restricted (a restricted configuration is not allowed to be used). Each configuration 

can be represented by a bitmap of N bits, where each bit corresponds to a certain precoder and 

the value of the bit then indicates whether the precoder is restricted or not If each of the zN 
20 configurations is equiprobable and indeipendent, this is the optimal representation of a codebook 

subset restriction configuration with respect to the expected length (in bits) of the representation 

and it provides full flexibility. 

However, embodiments herein recognize that, if certain configurations are more likely to 

be used than others, and/or if the restriction of one precoder is highly correlated to the 

25 restriction of another precoder, then this signaling leads to unnecessarily high signaling 

overhead. One or more embodiments herein include methods to reduce this signaling overhead; 

that ls, reduce the number of bits required for signaling a codebook subset restriction 

configuration to a wireless communication device 14 from the network. In some embodiments, 

for example, the methods utilize an implicit assumption about which sets of precoders are more 

30 likely to be restricted or which sets of precoders are Hkely to be jointly restricted. 

According to one embodiment slhown in Figure 2, for example, a method is implemented 

by a network node 10 (e.g., a base station) for signaling to a wireless communication device 14 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. For each of one or more groups 

of precoders in the codebook, the rnethiod includes identifying one or more reference 

35 configurations for the group (Block 110). Each reference configuration is one of different 

possible configurations that restrict diffe,rent subgroups of precoders in the group from being 

used. One of the reference configuratio1ns for a group may be for instance whichever one of the 

different possible configurations has thei maximum probability of being signaled, e.g., as 
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predicted or estimated based on empirii::al observations or implicit assumptions. Regardless, the 

method further includes identifying, from the different possible configurations for the group, the 

actual configuration to be signaled for1tle group (Block 120). 

The method also ,includes generating signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the 

5 group (Block 130). This entails generatiing the signaling as a bit pattern whose length depends 

on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more reference configurations; 

and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration matches. In sorne 

embodiments, for example, when the actual configuration matches any reference configuration, 

the bit pattern's length is shorter than when the actual configuration does not match any 

1.0 reference configuration. In other embodiments, when the actual configuration matches a 

particular one of multiple reference configurations, the bit pattern's length is shorter than When 

the actual configuration matches a different one of the reference configurations. Regardless, 

this process (Blocks 110-130) is repeab::!d for each of one or more groups of precoders in the 

codebook (Blocks 100, 140, and 150). Finally, the method includes sending the generated 

15 signaling to the wireless communication device 14 (Block 160). 

This approach may in some sense be viewed as a sort of compression algorithm for 

CSR signaling. Indeed, the approach advantageously reduces the signaling overhead when, 

over the course of a given time period, the overhead savings realized by signaling bit patterns 

with relatively shorter lengths outweighs the overhead costs imposed by signaling bit patterns 

20 with relatively tonger lengths. Dependin,g on the ret.ative lengths of the bit patterns, then, the 

approach may for instance reduce signaling overhead when the one or more reference 

configurations (or particular ones of the one or more reference configurations) are signaled 

more often than not. 

In at least some embodiments, therefore, a reference configuration has a higher 

25 likelihood or probability of being signaled than any other possible configurations that are not 

reference configurations. For example, the one or more reference configurations for a group 

may include whichever one(s) of the dif1ferent possible configurations for the group have the 

highest probability of being srgnaled. Different reference configurations that have drfferent 

probabilities of being signaled may be r,apresented with bit patterns of different lengths, where 

30 reference configurations with higher prc,babilities are represented with bit patterns of shorter 

lengths. That is, certain configurations that are deerned more probable may be represented With 

a fewer number of bits, while other configurations, that are deemed less probable. lo be used, 

may be represented with a larger number of bits. 

In some embodiments, the one or more reference configurations may be predefined to 

35 be particular one(s) of the possible configurations, e.g. 1 based on an (implicit) assumption that 

the particular configuration(s) have the !highest probability of being signaled. For example, an 

implicit assumption is made on how ,the network is likely to be configured. Hence, here certain 
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configurations are considered more likely than others but there are no actual probability values 

estimated for the different configurations. 

In other embodiments, though, the network node 10 determines signaling probabilities of 

different configurations, e.g., based on i:!mpirical observations and compares those probabilities 

5 to identify the configuration(s) with the t-1ighest probability. In one embodiment for example 

signaling probabilities are estimated thn::>ugh logging of netwotk data. Hence, here it may be 

possible to estimate actual probabllities for the different configurations. In general, therefore, the 

knowledge on "how likely" a certain configuration is may be obtained in many ways. 

In some embodiments, only a siingle reference configuration is defined for a group. In 

10 this case, the signaling is generated as a short bit pattern when the actual configuration 

matches the reference configuration and as a long bit pattern when the actual configuration 

does not match the reference configuration. Different long bit patterns in this regard are 

respectively defined for signaling differetnt configurations (other than the reference configuration, 

for which the sh,ort bit pattern is defined for signaling). A long bit pattern of course has more bits 

15 than a short bit pattern (e .. g., N bits vs. ·t bit). 

In other embodiments, multiple reference configurations are defined for a group. In this 

case, the signaling may be generated as bit patterns that have different lengths when the actual 

configuration matches different reference configurations. These lengths may correspond to how 

likely it is that the reference configuratio,ns will be signaled. The bit pattern's length may be 

20 shortest when the actual configuration matches a particular one of the reference configurations 

(e.g., the one with the maximum probat,ility of being signaled), may be next shortest when the 

actual configuration matches a different reference configuration (e.g., the one w1th the next 

highest signaling probability), and may j:,e longest when the actual configuration does not match 

any of the reference configurations. 

25 In some embodiments, bit patterns signaling non-reference configurations are encoded 

as a combination of a so-called "non-reference bit pattern'' and a "bitmap.'' The non-reference bit 

pattern is defined for signaling that the actual configuration for the group does not match any 

reference configuration for the group. Tlhe non-reference bit pattern may for instance be the 

complement of a bit pattern defined for signaling a reference configuration. For example, when 

30 only a single reference configuration is defined for a group, the bit pattern signaling that 

reference configuration may simply be a sihgle bit with a value of "1 ", whereas the non

reference bit pattern may be a single bi!: with a value of "O". Regardless. the bitmap portfon of 

the bit pattern comprises different bits n~spectively dedicated to indicating whether different 

precoders in the group are restricted fro1m being used. 

35 In at least some embodiments, the method is performed for only one group. This single 

group in one embodiment includes all precoders in the codebook. 
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In another embodiment, of course, the single group includes only a portion of the 

precoders in the codebook, such that the signaling approach is adopted for only this portion, 

while other signaling approaches (e.g., the conventional bitmap) is adopted for other portions. 

In other embodiments, the method is performed for multiple different groups that 

5 respectively include different portions 01' the precoders in the codebook. In one such 

embodiment, the signaling indicates the! actual configurations for the groups in a defined order. 

In one embodiment, the one or more reference configuratrons for any given group includes the 

actual configuration. if any, signaled immediately before that of the given group (according to 

the defined order). 

10 Consider an example with an arbitrary codebook of size N, where the single group 

includes all N precoders. A certain confi1guration out of the 2N possible codebook subset 

restriction cohfigurations for the single ~1roup is deemed more probable. This configuration is 

represented by a single bit, '1'. The othE~r 2N - 1 configurations are represented by a 'O', 

followed by a bitmap of size N. One of tlhe configurations is then represented by 1 bit, while the 

15 other configurations are represented by N + 1 bits. Since the configuration represented by one 

bit is more frequently signaled, according to the assumption, the average number of bits 

required to convey the codebook subset restriction may be much less than N. 

However, if the assumption that one of the possible codebook subset restriction 

configurations was more likely than the others was incorrect for the actual usage of codebook 

20 subset restriction configurations, the av,9rage number of bits required to convey a codebook 

subset restriction to a UE may be large/· than N bits. One or more embodiments herein 

therefore aim to choose the representations of the 2N configurations well. Various methods may 

represent the 2N configurations differently depending on which sets of precoders are more likely 

to be restricted. 

25 Consider for example embodiments where the codebook is defined for a multi-• 

dimensional (e.g., two-dimensional) anbenna array. Such antenna arrays may be (partly) 

described by the number of antenna collumns corresponding to the horizontal dimension M11, the 

number of antenna rows corresponding to the vertical dimension M,1 and the number of 

dimensions corresponding to different polarizations Mp The total number of antennas is thus 

30 M = M1,M11Mµ. lt should be pointed out that the concept of an antenna is non-limiting in the 

sense that it can refer to any virtualization (e.g., linear mapping) of the physical antenna 

elements. For example, pairs of physicc1I sub-elements could be fed the same signal, and hence 

share the same virtualized antenna port. 

An example of a 4x4 array with cross-polarized antenna elements is illustrated in Figure 

35 3. Specifically, Figure 3 shows a two-dimensional antenna array of cross-polarized antenna 

elements (Mp= 2), with M 11 = 4 horizontal antenna elements and Mv = 4 vertlca! antenna 

elements, assuming one antenna elememt corresponds to one antenna port. 
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Preceding may be interpreted as multiplying the signal with different beamforming 

weights for each antenna prior to transmission. A typical approach is to tailor the precoder to the 

antenna form factor, i.e. taking into account fl1h,Mv and Mp when designing the precoder 

codebook. 

According to some embodiments, a precoder codebook is tailored for 20 antenna arrays 

by combining precoders tailored for a horizontal array and a vertical array respectively by 

means of a Kronecker product. This means that (at least part of) the precoder can be described 

as a function of 

WH©Wv 

where WR is a horizontal precoder taken from a (sub)-codebook X11 containing NH codewords 

10 and similarly Wv is a vertical precoder taken from a {sub)-codebook Xv containing Nv 

codewords. The joint codebook, denoted X 11©Xv, thus contains NH• Nv codewords. The 

elements of X H are indexed with k = o, ... , NH - 1, the elements of Xv are indexed with Z = 

0, ... , Nv - 1 and the elements of the joint codebook X 1-1 ©Xv are indexed with m = Nv · k + L 

meaning that m = 0, ... ,NN - Nv -1. 

15 In some embodiments, for example, the (sub)-codebooks of the Kronecker codebook 

consist of DFT-precoders. Jn this case. the horizontal codebook can be expressed as xt = 
T 

[ 

jZtrll<+,:lh }Zrr(Mh-i)k+4h] 
1 e MhQll •.• e M1,:Q11 , k = o, ... , M11.Q11 - 1, where Q11 is an integer horlzontal 

oversampling factor and .111 can take on value in the interval Oto 1 so as to "shift" the beam 

pattern P1t =0.5 could be an interesting value for creating symmetry of beams with respect to 

20 the broadside of an array). And the vertical codebook can be expressed as 

1 
[ /2.ff-.,t+Av Jzr/Mv-t)l+Avlr 

Xv= le MvQv ·••e MvQv ,l=O, .. ,,Mi,Qi,-1,whereQ,,isanintegervertical 

oversampling factor and Llu is similarly defined as above. 

It should be pointed out that a precoder codebook may be defined in several ways. For 

example, the above mentioned Kronecker codebook may be interpreted as one codebook 

25 indexed with a single PMI m. Alternatively, it may be interpreted as a single codebook indexed 

with two PM ls k and l. It may also be interpreted as two separate codebooks, indexed with k 

and L respectivly. Further, the Kronecker codebook discussed above may only describe a part of 

the precoder, i.e. the precoder may be a function of other parameters as well. In a such 

example, the precoder is a function also of another PMI n. Again, this can be interpreted as 

30 three separate codebooks With indices k, land n respectively, or two separate codebooks with 

indices m = Nv · k + l and n respectivly. It may also be interpreted as a single joint codebook 

with a joint PMI. Embodiments herein should be considered agnostic with respect to how a 

codebook is defined. 

With this understanding, the codebook at issue in Figure 2 may be a Kronecker 

35 codebook that comprises different precoders indexed (at least in part) by different possible 
11 
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values of a single index pararneter (e_g_, index pararneter m = 0, ..• , N11 • Nv - 1). In tt,is case, 

the different possible values of the single index parameter are divided into different.clusters of 

consecutively ordered values. And precoders in the different groups are respectively indexed (at 

least in part) by the different clusters of consecutively ordered values. For example, precoders 

5 indexed by the cluster m = o .... ml belc,ng to a first group, precoders indexed by the cluster 

m = m2, ,. , m3 belong to a second group, precoders indexed by the cluster m = m4, ... m5 

belong to a third group, and so on. As an even more specific example, one or more 

embodiments exploit the Kronecker structure of the precoder by mapping the index m to indices 

k and I as m = N11/c + I and grouping th,e precoders such that m = 0, ... ,Nv-1 is the first group, 

10 rn= Nv, ... ,2Nv-1 is the second group , e,tc. 

In .another embodiment, by contirast, the Kronecker codebook cornprises different 

precoders indexed (at least in part) by clifferent pairs of possible values for a first-dimension 

index parameter (e.g., k = 0, ,-,, NH -1} and a second-dimension index parameter (e.g., 

l = 0, ... , Nv - 1). In this case, precoders in each of the different groups are indexed (at least in 

15 part) by pairs (k, l) that have the same value for the first-dimension index parameter k and/or 

the second-dimension index paramete.r L 

Two different embodiments in this regard, referred to as a "similar rows embodiment" 

and a "s1milar columns embodiment", will now be illustrated in the context of a Kronecker 

codebook and where only a singfe reference configuration is defined for a group. The Kronecker 

20 codebook in this example consists of precoders with different angular directions, spanning a 

two-dimensional angular area as seen from the transmitter. An important use case for codebook 

subset restriction in such an embodimeint may be to restrict precoders in a certain angular area 

or angle interval, e.g. corresponding to :a direction where a user hotspot of an adjacent cell is 

located. The eNodeB would then reduci: interference to said adjacent cell and particular the 

25 hotspot area if precoders correspondin~1 to beams pointing at that direction were restricted. This 

is beneficial from a system capacity perspective. 

In the following, consider the sp,:cific example where codebook subset restriction is used 

on a Kronecker codebook in order to understand how different emboditnents can be used to 

reduce the signaling overhead. In this scenario, a 4x4 antenna array with a mechanical downtilt 

30 of ra• is used. The Kronecker codeboof, consists of 8 vertical and 8 horizontal precoders, i.e. 

NH = Nv = 8. The angular pointing directions of the precoders in the codebook are illustrated In 

Figure 4. 

Codebook subset restriction is applied to restrict beams with pointing directions In the 

zenith interval [85°, 95°] (illustrated with dotted lines). That is, codebook subset restriction is 

35 applied in the angular interval 85° < 0 < 95°. meaning that the precoders with indices (k, l) = 
(0,4), (3,5), (4,5), (7,4) are restricted. These restricted beams are illustrated with an 'o' while the 

unrestricted beams are illustrated With an 'x'. The beam index Jc in the horizontal codebook and 

l in the vertical codebook is written next to the beams as (k, l). !f this configuration of codebook 
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subset restriction would be signaled witlh a conventional bitmap, N =NH• Nv = 64 bits would be 

used. 

"Similar rows embodiment" 

In one embodiment, by using compressing of the CSR signalling, a scheme is designed 

5 taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (k, l) with adjacent l-1ndices (i.e. 

(Jc, l 0 - 1), (/,, l 0 ) and (k, lo+ 1)) are likE~ly to have the same restriction setting, meaning that if 

(le, l0) is restricted, (le, l0 + 1) is likely to ee restricted as well and vice versa. The scheme works 

as follows: 

First, a bitmap of NH bits are sent, indicating the codebook subset restriction for the 

10 "row" of precoders where l = 0 (c.f. Figure 4), i.e the precoders (k, l) = (0,0), (1,0}, ... , (NH -

1,0). 

Then, the codebook subset restriction for the second "row" of precoders, where l = 1 is 

sent. lf'the restriction is the same as for the previous row of precoders, a '1' is sent. If the 

restriction for this row differs from the reistriction of the previous row, a ·o· is sent, followed by a 

15 bitmap indicating the restriction for this irow. 

20 

The previous step is then repeated for each of the Nv "rows" of precoders. 

This embodiment is illustrated with an example, considering the codebook subset 

restriction setting illustrated in Figure 4, i.e. the restriction of precoders with indices (k, l) = 
(0,4), (3,5), (4,5), (7.4) should be signalE~d. 

For l = O: 

No precoders with l-index O should be restricted, therefore the bitmap '00000000' is 

sent. 

For l = 1: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

25 sent. 

30 

Forl = 2: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

For l = 3: 

The restriction of this row ls identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

sent. 

For I= 4-: 

The restriction of this row is not ,identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit '0' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

35 Precoders (0,4,) and (7.4) should be restricted. Therefore, the bitmap '10000001' is sent. 

Forl=S: 
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The restriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit 'O' is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent. 

Precoders (3,5) and ( 4·,5) should be restricted. Therefore, the bitmap '00011000' is sent. 

For l = 6: 

5 The r.estriction of this row is not identical to the restriction of the previous row, therefore 

the bit ·o• is sent. The bitmap indicating the restriction for this row should now be sent No 

precoder should be restricted. Therefon!:!, the bitmap '00000000' is sent. 

For l = 7: 

The restriction of this row is identical to the restriction of the previous row, the bit '1' is 

10 sent. 

The string of bits to be signaled is thus 

00000000011101000000i0000110000000000001'. c-0nsisting of 39 bits. Generally, the number 

of bits required with this scheme is 

Nbtts = M · Nu + N1, - 1 

Where M is the number of times the rows change and a bitmap for a row has to be 

15 transmitted, M = 4 in the example. Anallyzing the above expression. we note that 1 s Ms Nv, 

This means that for some of the 2N = 2NwNv possible codebook subset restrictions, the number 

of bits required to signal the codebook subset restriction with this scheme is smaller than N. 

while for others, such as when M = Nv, the number of bits require.d is farger than N. 

It should be noted that this LS a small example for the sake of illustrating the 

20 embodiment. If a larger codebook is usE~d, say NH = Nv = 30, and M = 4 the number of bits 

required with this scheme would be Nbi/'s = M, NH+ Nv -1 = 149 compared to N =Nu, Nv = 

900 in the case of just transmitting the emtire bitmap; this is hence a substantial reduction in the 

number of required bits. 

Finally, it is pointed out that all possible codebook subset restriction configurations can 

25 be represented by this encoding/decoding scheme, thereby providing fL1II flexibility. 

"Similar columns" embodimeJrit 

In another embodiment, the sch,eme discussed in the previous embodiment is modified 

by instead taking into consideration the hypothesis that precoders (k, l) with adjacent k·indices 

(i.e. (/c0 - 1, l), (k 0 , l) and (k 0 + 1, l)) are likely to have the same restriction setting, meaning 

30 that if (k 0, l) is restricted, (k 0 + 1, l) is lil~ely to be restricted as well and vice versa. The 

construction of the string of bits to be si1gnaled would then work similarly as in the previously 

discussed embodiment, except that the precoders "columns" k will be used instead. 

In another embodiment an extra iniUal bit Is ihserted where '1' indicates that encodlng is 

done under the assumption that precoders (k, L) with adjacent l-indices (i.e. (k, £0 -

35 1), (k, l0 ) and (/,, l 0 + 1) ) are likely to have the same restriction, hence the encoding Is done row 

wise. whereas a 'O' indicates that precoders (k, I) with adjacent /{-indices (i.e. (k 0 -
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1, L), (k 0 , l) and (k 0 + 1, L) ) are likely to l1ave the same restriction setting, hence encoding is 

done column wise. 

In another embodiment an initial bit is inserted where '1' indicates that no precoders are 

restricted, a '0' indicates that some precoders are restricted and the '0' Is followed by a number 

.5 of bits representing the codebook subset restriction. 

Accordingly, different "compress,ion'' techniques (whether based on similar rows, 

columns, or otherwise) may be adopted for different groups of precoders in the same codebook, 

where the particular technique is indicated to the device so that the device can decode the 

signaling. Alternatively, the same "compression" technique may be adopted for each of the 

10 groups of precoders, but the network evaluates different possible techniques to identify the one 

that provides the best compression and then adopts that approach (and indicates it to the 

device). 

Of course, the embodiments shown in Figure 2, and variations thereof, may be used for 

signaling a restricted subset of precode1rs in any given codebook, whether Kronecker structured 

15 or not. Moreover, the signaling may be irank-specific, meaning that different signaling restricts 

different rank-specific codebooks. 

According to other embodiments shown in Figure 5, a method is implemented in a 

network node 10 (e.g., a base station) f,:,r signaling to a wireless communication device 14 

Which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used (e.g., Which Kronecker product 

20 precoders are restricted). As shown, the method incl\..ldes generating codebook subset 

restriction signaling that, for each of om~ or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

precoders in the group, e.g., with a single signaling bit (Block 210). In at.least some 

embodiments, this signaling (i) is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their 

transmission rank; and/or (ii) jointly restricts a group of precoders by restricting a certain 

25 component that those precoders (i.e., trie precoders in the group) have in common. Regardless, 

the method then includes sending the generated signaling to the Wireless communication device 

14 (Block 220). 

Consider embodiments thatjoirntly restrict a group of precoders by restricting a certain 

component that those precoders (i.e., the precoders in the group) have in common. Precoders 

30 have a certain component in common if the precoders are derived from or are otherwise a 

fuhctioh of that same component. In oni~ embodiment, for example, a group of precoders W(k) 

that have a certain component b in common are jointly restricted by restricting that component 

b. Restriction of this component b may IJe signaled for1nstance in terms of one or more indices 

for the component (e.g., m where the component is indexed as bm or (k, l) where the 

35 component is indexed as bk,t, with m, k, and l being indices for a Kronecker-structured 

codebook as described above). 

Note that embodiments herein contemplate a precoder having one or more different 

"components" at any level of granularity (e.g., component(s) at a high level of precoder 
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factorab11ity and/or component(s) at a lo1wer level of precoder factorability). For ex,ample, a. 

precoder may comprise one or more different components bat one level of granularity. At a 

finer level of granularity, though, each of these components b may in turn be derived from or 

otherwise be a function of multiple sub-,:::omponents xH and xv such that b(xu.xv), In this case. 

5 a group of precoders W(xH.xv) that have a certain component xH or xv in common may be 

jointly restricted by restricting that component xH or xv. Restriction of this component xH or xv 

may be signaled for instance in terms of an index for the component (e.g., k or l where the 

component xH is indexed as x~ and the component xv is indexed as xi. with ,;·H and xv being 

horizontal and vertical beamforming vectors, respectively, and with/, and L being indices for a 

10 Krohecker-structured codebook as described above). 

In some embodiments, a precoder at one level of granularity consists of one or more 

different components that are referred t,::> as one or more so-called "beam precoders"_ Each 

precoder Win this regard consists of one or more beamforming vectors b0, bi, ... , bx that are 

referred to as beam precoders. One or more embodiments herein joTntly restrict a group of 

15 precoders W that have a certain peam precoder in common, by restricting that beam precoder 

With restriction of precoders W as a wh-ole founded on restriction of one or more of their 

constituting beam precoders, these embodiments advantageously generate the CSR signaling 

in terms of beam-specific restrictions (i.,a., restrictions of certain beam precoders), rather than in 

terms of precoder-specific restrictions (i.e., restrictions on precoders Was a whole). In some 

20 embodiments, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder W is restricted if one or more of its 

beam precoders are restricted. In other embodiments, each beam precoder must be restricted 

for the device 14 to assume that the tot,31 precoder w is restricted. 

In or,e embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamformJng vector used to transmit on a 

particular layer. where different scaled versions of that beamforming vector are transmitted on 

25 different polarizations. Different layers c:1re transmitted on different beam precoders. A precoder 

W in this case can be expressed as: 

W=a• [ 
bo bi .. • b1.-1 ] 

QJobo (f)1bi ... <PL-1.b1.-1 

Here, W is a N x L precoder matrix, where N is the number of transmit antenna ports, L 

the transmission rank (i.e. the number C>f transmitted spatial streams), b0 , bv ... , b1.-i are f x 1 

beamforming vectors (denoted beam precoders), <Po, '1-'i, ... , ({)1.--i and a are arbitrary complex 

30 numbers. Another precoder W of the same codebook as W above can be expressed as: 

For example, by signaling b0. only the former precoder is restricted and by signaling b1 both 

precoders will be restricted. 
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In some embodiments, the first ~f antenna ports are mapped to antennas with one 

polarization while the latter~ antenna ports are mapped to antennas with the same positions as 

the first antennas, but with an orthogonal polarization. In such embodiments, for each column of 

W (i.e. the precoder for each spatial layer), a beam precoder b is transmitted on one 

5 polarization and a scaled version of the same beam precoder ({Jb is transmitted on a second 

polarization. Such scaling may impact tl1e phase, amplitude, or both the phase and amplitude of 

the beam precoder. 

In another embodiment, a beam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit on 

multiple different layers, where the layeIrs are sent on orthogonal polarizations. In this case, a 

10 precoder W can be expressed as: 

W = a • [ bob bu bu ] 
<po o ({J1bo (f)L-1bo 

Accordingly, it should be noted that the beam precoders for each spatial layer 

bu, b1 , ... , b1.,-i may be different beam prnicoders, or, some subsets of the beam precoders may 

be identical, for exampfe bu may be equ1al to b1 . 

In yet another embodiment, a beiam precoder is the beamforming vector used to transmit 

15 on a particular layer and on a particular polarization. That is, a beam precoder may be defined 

in a slightly different way than the definition above. The definition of a beam precoder may for 

example allow different beam precoders to be transmitted on the different polarizations of the 

same layer, such as 

20 

W=a• [ 
bu b2 ··· b2L-2 ] 

<pob1 <p1b3 ... -<fl1.,-1bz1.,-1 . 

In still another embodiment, the beam precoders may be defined by disregarding the 

polarization as 

W =a· lbu b1 ... h1,-1J-

Note that the beam precoders h•0 ,b 1, ... , b1.,_1 may be chosen explicitly from a set of 

beam precoders (a codebook) or they may be implicitly chosen when selecting the (total) 

25 precoder W from a codebook X. It should be noted that the selection of the (total) precoder W 

may be made with one or several PM ls. In the case where selectioh of the total precoder W is 

made with several PM ls, the resulting beam precoders for each layer may be a function of only 

a subset of the PM ls or they may be a f,unction of all PM ls. 

Irrespective of the particular way a beam precoder is defined, though, one or more 

30 embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of precoders W that have a certain beam precoder in 

common, by restricting that beam preco,der. That is, in some embodiments, codebook subset 

restriction (CSR) may be signalled baseid on the set of possible beam precoders b, instead of 

CSR signalled on the set of possible (total) precoders w. In some such embodiments, the 

device 14 shall assume that a precoder W is restricted if one or more of the beam precoders 
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b0 , b1 , .•. , bi-i of each layer are restrict~?d. In other such embodiments, each layers' bearn 

precoder must be restricted for the deviice 14 to assume that the total precoder W is restricted 

Consider a specific example for an 8TX codebook with transmission rank 2. In some 

embodiments, this codebook is defined as shown in Figure 6. Defined in this way, each 

5 precoder W is formed in part from a beam precoder vm (note the notation shift from 

b0 , b1 , •.. , b1.-i to vm ). The beam precoder index mis the same for some precoders W, including 

for instance precoders whose subcodebook index i2 is equal to 0, 1, 8, 9, 12 or 13 (since for 

those precoders m = 2l 1 ). This means that those precoders W have the same beam precoder 

v,,i i'n common. Accordingly, some embodiments herein jointly restrict a group of precoders w 
10 that have a particular beam precoder Vm in common, by restricting that beam precoder vm, e.g., 

with a single bit. Restriction of this beam precoder vm may be signaled for instance in terms of 

index m (e.g., beam precoders indexed with a particular value of mare restricted). Signaling tn 

this case may constitute a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to 

indicating whether or not different beam precoders are restricted from being used. For example, 

15 signaling may constitute a bitmap of m values, with different bits in the bitmap respectively 

dedicated to indicating whether or not beam precoders indexed with different of m values are 

restricted from use. 

In alternative embodiments not shown in Figure 6, the beam precoder 1J,n is replaced by 

beam precoder vk.h which is a Kroneck,er product of a vertical beamforming vector Xt1 with index 

20 k and a horizontal beamforming vector xH with index l. For example, as noted above, these 

beamforming vectors may comprise DFT vectors. Regardless, restriction of beam precoder vk,I 

may be signaled in terms of the index pair (k, l). Signaling in this case may constitute a bitmap 

of (le, l) value pairs, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not beam precoders indexed with different (k. [) value pairs are restricted from use. 

25 Instead of such a bitmap, restriction of one or more beam precoders vk,t in some 

embodiments is jointly signaled in terms of a "rectangle" defined by two (k, l) value pairs: 

namely, (ko, l 0 ) and (k1,_, li)- In this case,, beam precoders vk,1 with indides /<0 < k < k 1 and 

l0 < l < l 1 are restricted. 

As yet another alternative, restriction of one or more beam precoders vk.i in some 

30 embodiments is signaled in terms of a t,itmap of k values and/or a bitmap of l values. If signaled 

as only a bitmap of k values, the device, in some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders 1:1,<.1 with certain k values are restricted, irrespective of those precoders' l values. If 

signaled as only a bitmap of l values, thie device in some embodiments assumes that any beam 

precoders v11;,1 with certain l values are irestricted, irrespective of those precoders' k values. If 

35 signaled as both a bitmap of le values aind a bitmap of l values, the device in some 

embodiments assumes that only beam precoders v 1d with certain (k, l) value pairs as 

colfectively defined by those bitmaps ar,e restricted. 
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That said, restrictions specified in term of k and/or l values may ifl some sense be 

deemed as restrictions at a finer level o'f granularity than even the beam precoders themselves. 

Indeed, as noted above, each beam pmcoder v10 , is in sorne embodiments a Kronecker 

product of a vertical beamforming vector xv with index k and a horizontal beamformlng vector 

5 xH with index l. Accordingly, signaling the restriction as I< and/or l values effectively amounts 

to restricting (sub)components xH or xv .. 

Consider an example of these fiiner-granularity embodiments where codebook subset 

restriction is to be applied to beam precoders with l values of 3 or 4. If this configuration of 

codebook supset restriction would be sfgnaled with a conventional bitmap, N =NH· Nv = 64 

10 bits would be used. By contrast, the scheme in these finer-granularity embodiments consider 

restriction of entire precoder "rows", i.e ,all precoders that are formed from beam precoders with 

the same I-index is either turned on or off. To signal the codebook subset restriction in this 

example, therefore, the bitmap '00011000' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits, may be sent. 

With this scheme, a large reduction of t11e number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

15 restriction is seen. However, not all of ttle 2N possible codebook subset restrictions may be 

signaled. 

20 

In a similar embodiment, the restriction is applied on the precoder "columns" I< and the 

codebook subset restriction is signaled with a NH bit long bitmap, indicating restrictions of entire 

precoder "columns". 

In another embodiment an extra initial bit ls inserted where '1' indicates that encoding is 

done as above "row wise", whereas a 'O' indicates ls done "column wise". 

In yet another embodiment, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder Wis restricted If 

both the vertical and the horizontal prec.oder in the Kronecker structure are restricted. If only one 

of the vertical and horizontal precoders are restricted, then the device 14 shall not assume that 

25 the resulting precoder after Kronecker operation is restricted. 

Thus, one or more embodiments herein advantageously exploit a codebook's Kronecker 

structure to generate the signaling of Fi,gure 5 in terms of indices k, l, and/or m. In some 

embodiments, for example, the signaling is generated to jointly restrict, e.g., with a single bit, a 

group of precoders that either (i) have tl1e same value of index k.; (ii) have the same value of 

30 index I; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k, l). 

In some embodiments, signalin£I that Jointly restricts a group of precoders by restricting a 

certain component (e.g., beam precoder) that those precoders have in common is rank

agnostic. That is, the signaling jointly restricts the group of precoders regardless of the 

precoders' transmission rank (i.e., regardless of which rank-specific codebook they belong to). 

35 For example, embodiments that restrict a single beam precoder b0 can be extended so that all 

precoders across all ranks that contain the restricted beam precoder b0 are restricted. Hence, 

all precoders across all ranks that contain a certain beam precoder b0 is a precoder group that 

can be restricted jointly. According to some embodiments, therefore, an advantage of signaling 
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CSR baseo on beam precoders is that one does not need to signal a separate CSR for 

precoders with different rank (precoders with different rank are restricted with the same CSR), 

This reduces signaling overhead. 

Signaling that jointly restricts a !;;Iroup of precoders by restricting a certain component 

5 that those precoders have in common a1lso pro\les effective for restricting precoders that 

transmit in whole or in part towards certain angular pointing directions. Indeed, according to 

some embodiments herein, the network node 10 jointly restricts a group of precoders that 

transmit at least in part towards a certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain 

component (e.g., beam precoder) whict-1 has that angular pointing direction. In this way, the 

10 network node 10 avoids transmitting energy in a certain direction, by signaling to the device 14 

by means of CSR that the device 14 sh,~11 not compute feedback for that particular direction. 

More specifically in this regard, when each precoder Wis formed from multiple beam 

precoders, the precoder Win some sense has multiple angular pointing directions 

corresponding to the angular pointing diirections of its constituent beam precoders (where each 

15 beam precoder has its own azimuth and zenith angular pointing direction for example). In 

another sense, though, the precoder W has an overall angular pointing direction that is a 

combination (e.g .. average) of its beam precoders' respective directions. By restricting beam 

precoders that have certain angular poi1nting directions, embodiments herein effectively restrict 

precoders that transmit at least in part in those directions, and do so with reduced signaling 

20 overhead. 

As an example, a set of rank-1 precoders with the same angular pointing direction but 

with different polarization properties, such as the whole set of rank-1 precoders 

lel~~bJ [ef~~bJ [ej~~bJ 
may be restricted by restriction signalini~ of a single beam precoder bu. That is, when a 

25 restriction is signaled for a certain bearn precoder 1 the restriction applies implicitly to all 

polarization phases of the signaled beairn. Hence, the group of rank-1 precoders exemplified 

above is associated with a single CSR bit and is. thus jointly restricted. This reduces device 

complexity and CSR signaling overheacj, since only the beam direction needs to be signaled. 

In another example, the set of rank-1 precoders 

30 Lri~~bJ [ej~:bJ [ej~~bJ 
may be jointly restricted by restriction signaling of a single beam precoder bu. Hence, the group 

of rank-1 precoders exemplified above is associated with a single CSR bit and is thus jointly 

restricted. 

Restriction of precoders with certain angular pointing directions can also be 

35 accomplished by specifying restrictlons in terms of certain k and/or l values. This is Illustrated 

with reference to Figure 7, which illustrc,1tes the angular beam pointing directions of rank-1 
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precoders in a codebook according to one example. In this example, the network node has a 

4x4 antenna array where no mechanicaII downtilt is used. The Kronecker codebook consists of 8 

vertical and 8 horizontal precoders, i.e. NH = Nv = 8. In this example, codebook subset 

restriction is applied to restrict beams with pointing directions in the zenith interval (80°, 100°) 

5 (the interval is illustrated with dotted lirn~s). That is, codebook.subset restriction is applied in the 

angular interval 80" < 0 < 100", such th1at the precoders with indices I-index 3 and 4 are 

restricted. The restricted beams are illustrated with an 'o' while the unrestricted beams a~e 

illustrated with an ·x:. The beam index k in the horizontal codebook and l in the vertical 

codebook is written next to the beams as (I<, l). To signal the codebook sL1bset restriction in this 

10 example, therefore, the bitmap '00011000' of l values, consisting of Nv = 8 bits, may be senl 

With this scheme, a large reduction of tl1e number of bits required to signal the codebook subset 

restriction is seen. 

In another embodiment, the device 14 shall assume that a precoder is restricted 'if both 

the vertical and horizontal precoder in the Kronecker structure are restricted. This allows to 

15 restrict a rectangular "window" of beam former pointing angles as seen from the network node 

10. 

This can also be accomplished by signaling the restriction as a "rectangle" of precoders 

defined by the index pairs (k 0 , l0 ) and (11.:1 , l1). With this scheme, precoders with lndices 

lcv < k < k 1 and 10 < l < L1 are restricted. 

20 Component-based restriction of a precoder .group is just one example of embodiments 

that provide for rank-agnostic CSR signallfng. Other embodiments herein also provide for such 

rank-agnostic signaling. For example, s,ome embodiments herein generate signaling to jointly 

indicate that a group of precoders whict, transmit in whole or in part in certain angular pointing 

direction(s) are restricted, by generatin~J the signaling to (explicitly or implicitly) indicate those 

25 angular pointing direction(s). The signaling may for instance specify an angular area or interval 

that is restricted, in terms of one or mor,e angular parameters. This restriction may concern the 

angular pointing direction of a precoder as a whole, or the angular pointing direction of any 

beam precoder forming the precoder. 

In one embodiment, the angular area or interval may be represented by angular points 

30 (</)0 , 00 ) and (¢ 1 , 01 ), spanning a rectangle in the angular domain. Here,¢ and 0 are the 

azimuth and zenith angles with respect to the eNodeB respectivly. Multiple such rectangular 

areas may be signaled although the pre,sent embodiment focuses on the case of a single 

rectangular area for simplicity. The device 14 may then calculate the angular pointing directions 

of the precoders in the codebook and cc::>mpare them to the restricted angular area to derive the 

35 codebook subset restriction. The device! 14 may need some additional information regarding 

what to assume about the transmitter antenna array (which does not need to correspond to the 

actually used antenna array) to be able to calculate the pointing directions of the precoders. 

21 
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Consider an exemplary embodiment where the (sub)-codebooks of the Kronecker codebook 

consist of DFT-precoders, i.e 

The horizontal codebook can be expressed as 
T 

f [2Ttll<+tJh j?Tt(M1,-1)k+!J1<] 
X~ = 1 e M11Q11 • •• e ~ .M11Q11 , k = o, ... , M1, 011 - 1, where Q1, is an integer horizontal 

5 oversampling factor and Ll1t-can take on value in the interval Oto 1 so as to "shift" the beam 

pattern (il1t =0.5 could be an interesting value for creatlng symmetry of beams with respect to 

the broadside of an array). 

[ 
·irrU,h<lu "2rt(Mv~>)l+Av]T 

The vertical codebook. can be expressed as xt = 1 e1 M.,Q.., •" e 1 ,...,Q, , l = 

0, ... . M 11Q11 - l, where Q,,is an integer vertical oversampling factor and Llv is similarly defined as 

10 above. 

The pointing direction of precoder (k, l) can be calculated by first calculating the pointing 

angle with respect to the broadside of the antenna array: 

k + Ll - Q,,M" 
- 2 
0 = acos( dvQvMv ) 

l + Ll - Q1,.M1t 

¢ = asin( 2 ) 
dlfQ11M1t sin(iJ) 

Where dv and dH is the vertical and horizontal antenna element spacing of the array, in 

wavelengths, respectively. The mechanical downtilt angle f3 is taken into account in order to 

15 calculate the actual beam pointing angles as: 

q; = L(cos(,$) stn(e) cos(-P) - cos(e) sin(-{J) + j sin(e) sin(0)) 

0 = acos( cos(¢) sin( if) sln(-P) + cos(-P) cos(&)) 

The device 14 needs to be signaled the addltfonal information d,H, dv and f3 to be able to 

calculate the .beam pointing direction of the precoders in the codebook. It is assumed that the 

device 14 already knows the parameters Q.,, M.,, Q'fi., Mn and Ll as part of the codebook structure. 

The set of parameters ¢ 0 , 00 ,'Pv 01 , dH, dv, f3 thus parameterizes the codebook subset 

20 restrfction in this embodiment. Wheh signaling sald parameters,- several strategies may be used. 

In one embodiment, each parameter Is uniformly quantized with a number of bits, over a 

predefined intervaL An example is given in the table below. 

Parameters 

</Jo, 00,<P1, 01 

dH,dv 

(1 

Interval 

[0,180] [deg] 

[0,2] 

[-30,30] [deg] 

22 

Quantization bits 

6 

4 

6 
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In this embodiment, the number of bits required to signal the codebook subset restriction 

is 38. Note that this is independent of the codebook size. 

In another embodiment, each parameter may take a value from a fixed set of possible 

values. Each possible value of the parameter is encoded with a different number of bits 

5 depending on e.g. the perceived likelihood of the parameter taking that value .. For example, th,e 

horizontal array element spacing dH may be encoded as follows 

V 0. 0. 0. 1 4 2 0. 

alue 5 8 65 75 

Bi 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ts 1 011 010 001 0001 0000 

In this embodiment, the encoding of dH was designed to take into account dll = 0.5 is a 

common value for horizontal antenna element separation, thus encoding this value with a low 

10 number of bits. Other, less common, values are encoded with a larger number of bits. Note that 

the encoding of dH in this embodiment constitutes a uniquely decodable code. 

15 

In another embodiment, some of the parameters are uniformly quantized with a number 

of bits over a predefined interval, while other parameters are encoded with a different number of 

bits as in the previous embodirnent. 

In some other embodiments, different sets of parameters relating to the restricted 

angular area may constitute the parameters that define the codebook subset restriction. In one 

such embodiment, only a zenith interval 00 :;:;: 0 < 01 is restricted, and thus, 00 , 0i may be sent. 

lri another such embodiment, the restriction is only an azimuth interval ¢ 0 .::; ¢ < </)1 . In yet 

another such embodiment, the angle interval may be open-ended, i.e.¢ < </)1 constitutes the 

20 restriction. 

In other embodiments, parameters relating to the antenna array such as dH, dv and rp 

are not a part of the codebook subset restriction parameters, instead they may be already 

known to the UE or the UE assumes a default value of said parameters and the eNodeB 

chooses restriction angles (¢ 0 , 00 ) and (<Pv 01) in such a way that the intended precoders are 

25 restricted when the UE calculates the restriction based on the default values of said parameters, 

where the default values of said parameters may differ from the actual value of said parameters. 

In other embodiments, more parameters may be included in the codebook subset 

restriction parameters. ln one such empodiment, the roll angle y of the antenna array may be 

included in the codebook subset restriction parameters. 

30 In view of the above modifications and variations. one recognizes that there are many 

ways that the CSR signaling can jofntly restrict precoders in a gr.cup. The signaling can be rank

agnostic or not. And the signaling can restrict a certain component that is common to the group 

or signal angular parameters associated with the group. The signaling can take the form of a 

bitmap for beam precoder fndices, take the form of angular parameters, take the form of sub-
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codebook index pairs, take the form of a bitmap for indices of a single sub-codebook, etc. 

Irrespective of these particular variations, though, CSR signaling overhead is reduced based on 

correlation of the precoder restrictions or equivalently grouping of precoders. But the group

based joint restriction means that not all of the zN codebook subset restriction configurations are 

5 poss.ible to convey to the device 14. Instead, only a subset of the possible configufations may 

be chosen. 

Accordingly, at least some embodiments balance the loss in flexibility caused by joint 

restriction with the signaling overhead gIains by such Joint restriction by performing joint 

restriction with respect to only a portion of precoders in the codebook. That is, codebook subset 

1 O restriction may be configured with full flE~xibility on a subset A of the precoders in the codebook 

(meaning that each of the precoders may be turned on or off individually), while only a few 

configurations may be chosen for the remaining set B of precoders. For example, the codebook 

subset restriction for the remaining set !3 of precoders may only be represented with one bit, 

turning all precoders in the set either oni or off. This will reduce the CSR signaling overhead 

15 which is beneficial. 

As an example in the context of beam precoders, the codebook may consist of two sets 

of precoders. One of the sets consist of precoders which may be equivalently expressed as a 

function of layer-specific beam precoders (as defined above) while the other.set may consist of 

arbitrary precoders. In this embodiment, the first set of precoders may be configured with full 

20 flexibility while the other precoders in the codebook may be configured with limited flexibility. 

This embodiment is just one example of grouping of the precoders in the codebook 

where precoders belonging to set A is individually represented by one bit while precoders in set 

Bare all jointly restricted with a single bit. This embodiment can be further ex.tended by having 

multiple sets Bas B_ 1,8_2, ... B_N whe,re each of the set B_n, n=1, ... ,N contain at least two 

25 precoders each and is associated with one CSR bit. In Figure 8 an example is shown where 

Precoder 1 to 14 are each represented by an individual bit (Set A), while all precoders in group 

B1 are represented by a single CSR bit, e.g. the bit for precoder 15 

The defined groups may also be, overlapping, so that a given precoder exists in multiple 

groups. If this is the case, then priority or combining rules needs to be defined, so that the 

30 device 14 understands how to interpret the case when one precoder is restricted by the 

signaling of one group but not from another group it belong to. 

In a further detailed embodiment, therefore, the groups B_n in Figure 8 may be 

overlapping and rules are specified in sltandard text on how the device 14 shall interpret CSR 

signaling. For instance, assume two gmups B_ 1 and 8_2 each represented by one bit and that 

35 one precoder belongs to both groups. One rule may be that if a precoder is restricted in any of 

the groups it belongs, then the precode1r should be assumed to be restricted. Another alternative 

is that the precoder must be restricted in both groups for the precoder to be assumed to be 

restricted. 
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In sorne embodiments in this dis.closure, codebook subset restriction is discussed ustng 

the terminology precoders and codebooks. It may be assumed that beam specific restriction is 

used in said embodiments, and that the terminology may be interchanged to beam precoders 

and set of beam precoders, depending on the granularity being discussed. 

Note that although terminology from 3GPP L TE has been used in this disclosure to 

exemplify embodiments herein, this shoiuld not be seen as limiting the scope of the 

embodiments to only the aforementioneid system. Other wireless systems, fncluding WCDMA, 

WiMax, UMB and GSM, may also benefit from exploiting the ideas covered within this 

disclosure. 

10 Also note that terminology such as eNodeB and UE should be considering non-limiting 

and does in particular not imply a certaiin hierarchical relation between the two: in general 

"eNodeB'' could be considered as device 1 and ''UE" device 2, and these two devices 

communicate with each other over son,,e radio channel. Herein, we also focus on wireless 

transmissions in the downlink, but embodiments herein are equally applicable in the uplink. 

15 Embodiments herein also include methods in a wireless communication device 14 

corresponding to the methods described above in a network node 10. These methods receive 

and decode the signaling that the network node 10 generates according to any of the 

embodiments above. 

According to one embodiment slhown in Figure 9, for example, a method is implemented 

20 by a wireless communication device 14 (e.g., a UE) for decoding s!gnafing from a network node 

10 indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The method 

includes receiving the signaling (Block ~~00), The method also includes, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders in the codebook, d,acoding the signaling to idef")tify whfch of different 

possible configurations is actually signaled for that group. Different possible configurations in 

25 this regard restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used. This decoding 

proceeds on a group-by-group basis, starting with a first group (Block 310). Specifically, the 

decoding entails identifying one or mom reference configurations for the first group, the bit 

pattern identified for signaling each reference configuration, and the length of that bit pattern 

(Block 320). These reference configuration(s) may be predefined at the device 14, or may be 

30 signaled from the network node 10. Re9ardless, decoding then entails detecting the actual 

configuration signaled for the group, by detecting a bit pattern in the received sighaling Whose 

length depends on (i) whether the actuc:11 configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations; and/or (ii) Which reference configuration the actual configuration 

matches (Block 330). 

35 Such may entail, for example, df':!termining the length B of the bit pattern defined for 

signaling a particular reference configuration, and checking whether a 8-length string of the next 

bits in the signaling corresponds to the 1bit pattern defined for signaling that reference 

configuration. This determination and checking may be performed for each of the one or more 
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reference configurations, after which (if no reference configurations are identified as being 

signaled) a default-length string of the niext bits in the signaling is decoded for detecting 

non-reference configurations. 

Regardless of the particular impllementation of the decoding process (Blocks 320-330) 

5 the. decoding is repeated for each of thei one or more groups of precoders in the codebook 

(Blocks 340, 350). 

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that the device-si'de embodiments include 

decoding of any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 3. 

including for instance the "similar rows ombodiments" and the "similar columns embodiment." 

10 According to one or more other ,embodiments shown in Figure 1 o, a method is 

implemented by a wireless communication device 14 (e.g., a UE) for decoding signaling from a 

network node 10 indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used {e.g., 

which Kronecker product precoders are restricted). As shown, the method includes receiving the 

signaling from a network node 10 (e.g., a base station) (Block 400). The method also includes 

15 decoding the signaling as jointly restrictiing precoders in each of one or more groups of 

precoders (Block 410). In at least some embodiments, such decoding involves decoding the 

signaling (i) as being rank-agnostic so ats to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission 

rank; and/or (ii) as jointly restricting a group of precoders by restricting a certain component that 

those precoders have in common. 

20 Those skilled in the art will appmciate that the device-side embodiments include 

decoding of any of the network-side embodiments illustrated with reference to Figure 5. So. for 

example, the device 14 in some embodiments decodes the signaling as jointly restricting a 

group of precoders that have a certain t)eam precoder in common, by restricting that beam 

precoder. And one or more device-side embodiments likewise advantageously exploit a 

25 codebook's Kronecker structure to decode the signaling of Figure 1 0 in terms of indices k, l, 

and/or m. In some embodiments, for example, the signaling is decoding as jointly restricting, 

e.g., with a single bit, a group of precoders that either (i) have the same value of index k: (ii) 

have the same value of index l; or (iii) have the same pair of values for indices (k, l). 

With the above modifications and variations in mind, Figure 11 illustrates additional 

30 details of the network node 500 (corresponding to network node 10) according to one or more 

embodiments. The network node 500 is configured, e.g., via functional means or units 540-570, 

to implement the processing in Figure 2 for signaling to a wireless communication device 14 

which precoders in a codebook. are restricted from being used. The network node 500 rn some 

embodiments for example includes a reference configuration identifying means or unit 540 for 

35 identifying one or more reference config1urations for each of one or more groups of precoders. 

'The network node 500 in such case further includes an actual configuration identifying means or 

unit 550 for identifying an actual configqration for each of the one or more groups. The network 

node 500 also includes a signal genera1ting means or unit 560 for generating signaling to 
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indicate the actLtal configuration for each of the one or more groups, by generating the signaling 

as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches one of 

the one or more reference configurationis; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual 

configuration matches. The network node 500 finally includes a sending means or unit 570 for 

5 -5ending the generated signaling to the wireless communication device. 

In at least some embodiments, the network node 500 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 510 configured to implement thi:s processing, such as 'by implementing functional means 

or units 540-570. In one embodiment, for example, the node's processing circuit(s) 510 

implement functional means or units 540-570 as respective circuits. The circuits in this regard 

10 may comprise circuits dedicated to performing certain functional processing and/or one or more 

microprocessors in conjunction with memory 520. In embodiments that employ memory 520, 

which may comprise one or several typ◄3s of memory such as read~only memory (ROM), 

random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices, optical storage devices, etc., 

the memory stores program code that, when executed by the one or more for carrying out one 

15 or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

In one or more embodiments, the network node 500 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 530. The one· or more communication interfaces 530 include various 

components (not shown) for sending anid receiving data and control signals. More particLilarly, 

the interface(s) 530 include a transmitte,r that is configured to use known signal processing 

20 techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and is configured to condition a signal 

for transmission (e.g., over the air via one or more antennas). Similarly, the intertace(s) 530 

include a receiver that is configured to convert signals received (e.g., via the antenna(s)) into 

digital samples for processing by the one or more p~ocessing circuits 510. 

Figure 12 illustrates additional details of the network node 600 according to one or more 

25 embodiments. The network node 600 is configured, e.g., via functional means or units 640-650, 

to implement the processing in Figure 5 for signaling to a wireless communication device which 

precoders in a codebook are restricted lfrom being used. The network node 600 in some 

embodiments for example includes a generating means or unit 640 for generating codebook 

subset restriction signaling that, for eaclh of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the 

30 precoders in the group, e.g., with a single signaling bit. The network node 600 also includes a 

sending means or unit 650 for sending the generated slgnalihg to the wireless communication 

device. 

In at least some embodiments, the network node 600 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 610 configured to implement this processing, such as by implementing functional means 

35 or units 640-650. In one embodiment, for example, the node's processing circuit(s) 610 

implement functional means or units 640-650 as respective circuits (similarly to that described 

above, e.g., in conjunction with memory 620). In one or more embodiments, the network node 

600 also comprises one or more communication interfaces 630. 
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Figure 13 illustrates additional details of the wireless communication device 700 

(corresponding to wireless communicat11on device 14) according to one or more embodiments 

The device 700 is configured, e.g., via ~unctional means or units 740-760, to implement the 

processing in Figure 9 for decoding signaling from a network node indicating which precoders in 

5 a codebook are restricted from being used. The device 700 in some embodiments for example 

includes a receiving means or unit 7401for receiving the signaling from the network node. The 

device 700 further lncludes an identifying means or unft 750 configured, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, to identify one or more reference configurations for the group, the bit 

pattern identified for signaling each reference configuration, and the length of that bit pattern. 

10 The device 700 finally includes a detecting means or unit 760 configured to detect the actual 

configuration signaled for the group, by detecting a bit pattern in the received signaling Whose 

length depends on (i) whether the actuc:1I configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configurations; and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration 

matches. 

15 In at least some embodiments, the device 700 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 710 configured to implement thi:s processing, such as by implementing functional means 

or units 740-760. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 710 

implement functional means or Ltnits 74,0-760 as respective circuits. The circuits in this regard 

may comprise circuits dedicated to performing certain functional processing and/or one or more 

20 microprocessors in conjunction with memory 720. In embodiments that employ memory 720, 

which may comprise one or several typi:!s of memory such as read-only memory (ROM), 

random-access memory, cache memory, flash memory devices, optical storage devices, etc., 

the memory stores program code tha.t, when executed by the one or more for carrying out one 

or more microprocessors, carries out the techniques described herein. 

25 In one or more embodiments, the device 700 also comprises one or more 

communication interfaces 730. The one• or more communication interfaces 730 include various 

components (not shown) for sending and receiving data and control signals. More particularly, 

the interface(s) 730 include a transmitte,r that is configured to use known signal processing 

techniques, typically according to one or more standards, and is configured to condition a signal 

30 for transmission (e.g., over the air via one or more antennas). Similarly, the interface(s) 730 

include a receiver that is configured to convert signals received (e.g., via the antenna(s)) into 

digital samples for processing by the 0111e or more processing circuits 710. 

Figure 14 illustrates additional details of the device 800 according to one or more other 

embodiments. The device 800 is config1ured, e.g., via functional means or units 840-850, to 

35 implement the processing in Figure 10 for decoding signaling from a network node indicating 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used. The device 800 in some 

embodiments for example includes a receiving means or unit 840 for receiving the signaling 

from the network node. The device 800 further includes a decoding means or unit 850 for 
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decoding the signaling as jointly restrictiing precoders in each of 011e or more groups of 

pre coders. 

In at least some embodiments, the device 800 comprises one or more processing 

circuits 810 configured to implement thi:;; processing, such as by implementing functional means 

5 or units 840-850 .. In one embodiment, for example, the device's processing circuit(s) 810 

implement functional means or units 84•0-850 as respective circuits (similarly to that described 

above, e.g., in conjunction with memory 820). In one or more embodiments, the device 800 also 

comprises one or more communication interfaces 830. 

Those skilled in the art will also ,appreciate that embodiments herein further include 

10 corresponding computer programs. 

A computer program comprises instructions Which, when executed on at least one 

processor of the network node or the wireless communication device, cause node or device to 

carry out any of the respective processing described above. Embodiments further include a 

carrier containing such a computer progIram. This carrier may comprise one of an electronic 

15 signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

A computer program in this rega1rd may comprise one or more code modules 

corresponding to the means or units de:scribed above. 

General Embodiments 

In a first embodiment, a UE is al)le to receive messages in order to turn individual 

20 codewords on/off. The following holds for the set of possible messages: 

25 

At least one of these messages, which correspond to a certain configuration out of the 

2"N possible configurations, is represented by less than N bits. 

The message will contain information to define on/off for each individual codeword in the 

entire codebook. 

Each message is uniquely deco,dable to the UE and will correspond to one of the 2"N 

possible configurations. 

In a second embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that 

codebook subset restriction is done on loeam precoders. 

In a third embodiment, the UE o·f the first embodiment is configured such that codebook 

30 subset restriction is configured with full flexibility for a subset of precoders in the codebook, 

While codebook subset restriction is configured with a limited flexibility for other precoders in tt,e 

codebook. 

in a fourth embodiment, the UE of the third embodiment is configured such that the set 

of precoders for which codebook subset restriction is configured wlth full flexibility is the set of 

35 precoders that may be equivalently expressed as a function of layer-specific beam precoders. 

In a fifth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that N = N_t-1· 

N_ V from the Kronecker structure. 
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In a sixth embodiment, the UE of any of the first through the fifth embodiments is 

configured such that the information usE~d to design the set of messages consists of information 

about angular intervals which are likely to be restricted. 

In a seventh embodiment, the U E of the first embodiment is configured such that only a 

5 subset of the 211N possible configurations may be configured. 

In an eighth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that at least 

one of the messages, which corresponcfs to a certaih configuration out of the 2 11N possible 

configurations, is represented more thain N bits. 

In a ninth embodiment, the UE C>f the first embodiment is configured such that the set of 

10 messages are designed using informati-on about the likelihood of certain configurations being 

chosen. 

15 

!n a tenth embodiment, the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that the 

information about the likelihood of certain configurations being chosen is only an implicit 

assumption of the likelihoods. 

In an eleventh embodiment. the UE of the first embodiment is configured such that a set 

of angles specifies the configuration. 
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CLAIMS 

What is claimed is: 

1. A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless 

communication device (14) which preco,ders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

5 method characterized by: 

10 

15 

20 

2. 

generating (210) codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that tl,e precoders in the group have in common; and 

sending (220) the generated signaling from the network node (10) to the wireless 

communication device (14). 

A method implemented by a wirc:!less communication device (14) for decodfng signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating Which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used, the method characterized by: 

receiving (400} codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 

groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a 

certain component that tile precoders in the group have in common; and 

decoding ( 410) the received signaling as jointly restricting precoders in each of the one 

or more groups of preco<jers. 

3. The method of any of claims 1-2:, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling is 

rank-agnostlc signaling that jointly restricts the precoders in a group without regard to the 

precoders' transmission rank. 

25 4. The method of any of claims 1-3,, wherein the certain component comprises a beam 

30 

precoder. 

5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein a precoder comprising one or more beam 

precoders is restricted if at. least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted. 

6. The method of any of claims 4-5•, wherein a beam precode( Is a Kronecker product of 

different beamforming vectors associatod with different dimensions of a multi~dimensional 

antenna array. 

35 7. The method of claim 6, wherein the different beamforming vectors comprise Discrete 

Fourier Transform (OFT) vectors. 
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8. The method of any of claims 4-7, wherein a beam precoder is a beamforming vector 

used to transmit on a particular layer of a multi-layer transmission, wherein different scaled 

versions of that beamforming vector arei transmitted on different polarizations; 

5 9. The method of any of claims 4-T, wherein a beam precode!' is a beamforming vector 

used to transmit on: 

10 

15 

10. 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission; 

multiple different layers of a multi-layer transmission, wherein the layers are sent on 

orthogonal polarizations; or 

a particular layer and on a particular polarization. 

The method of any of claims 1-91, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

comprises a bitmap, with different bits in the bitmap respectively dedicated to indicating whether 

or not different beam precoders are resitricted from being used. 

11. The method of any of claims 1-91, wherein a beam precoder is a Kronecker product of 

first and second beamforming vectors with first and second indices, wherein the first and second 

beamforming vectors are associated wilth different dimensions of a multi-dimensional antenna 

array, and wherein the codebook subse·t restriction signaling jointly restricts the precoders in a 

20 group of precoders that have the same pair of values for the first ahd second indices. 

12. The rnethod of any of claims 1-3,, wherein each precoder comprises one or more bearn 

precoders, wherein each beam precodeir comprises multiple different components 

corresponding to different dimensions o,f a multi-dimensional antenna .array, and wherein said 

25 certain component comprises a component of a beam precoder. 

13. The method of any of claims 1-12, wherein the codebook subset restriction signaling 

jointly restricts the precoders in a group of precoders that transmit at least in part towards a 

certain angular pointing direction, by restricting a certain component which has that angular 

30 pointing direction. 

35 

14. A method implemented by a network node (10) for signaling to a wireless 

communication device (14) which preca,ders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the 

method characterized by: 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identifying (110) one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein 

each reference configuration is one of different possible configurations 
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tt,at restrict diffen:mt subgroups of precoders 1n the group from being 

used; 

identifying (120), from th,e different possible configurations for the group, an 

actual configurati,on to be signaled for the group; and 

generating (130) signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the group,. by 

generating the si~Jnaling as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) 

whether the actual configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configuirations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configurati,on matches~ and 

sending (160) the generated signaling to the wireless communication device (14). 

A method implemented by a win:!less communication device (14) for decoding signaling 

from a network node (10) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being 

used; the method characterized by; 

15 receiving (300) signaling from the network node (10), 

20 

25 

16. 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identifying (320) one or nnore reference configurations for the group, wherein 

each referehce configuration is one of different possible configurations 

that restrict diffen:!nt subgroups of precoders in the group from being 

used; 

identifying (320) a bit pattern defined for signaling each reference configuration, 

and a length of thiat bit pattern; and 

detecting (330) an actuall configuration signaled for the group, by detecting in the 

signaling a bit pa1ltern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual 

configuration matches one of the one or more reference configurations 

and/or (ii) which reference configuration the actual configuration matches. 

'The method of any of claims 14-•15, wherein the .signaling is a short bit pattern when the 

actual configuration matches any one o'f the one or more reference configurations and is a long 

30 bit pattern when the actual configuration does not match any of the one or more reference 

configurations, wherein a long bit pattern has more bits than a short bit pattern. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the one or more reference configurations for at least 

one of the one or more groups compris1~ a single reference configuration, and wherein different 

35 long bit patterns are respectively defined for signaling different configurations other than the 

single reference configuration. 
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18. The method of any of claims 16--17, wherein a long bit pattern defined tor signaling the 

actual configuration for the group comp1rises: 

a non-reference bit pattern defined for signaling that the actual configuration does not 

match a reference config1uration for the group; and 

a bitmap comprising different bits respectively dedicated to indicating whether .different 

precoders in the group are restricted from being used. 

19. The method of any of claims 14-·15, wherein the one or more reference configurations for 

at least one of the one or more groups (:omprise multiple reference configurations, and wherein, 

10 when the actual configuration matches ;a particular one of the multiple reference configurations, 

the signaling is a bit pattern whose length is shorter than that of a bit pattern generated when 

the actual configuration matches a different one of the multiple reference configurations. 

20. The method of any of claims 14--19, wherein the one or more reference configurations for 

15 a group each have an actual or assume,d higher probability of being signaled than any other 

possible configuration that is not one of the one or more reference configurations. 

21. The method of any of claims 14-19, wherein the method is performed for multiple 

different groups that respectively includ•a different portions of the precoders in the codebook, 

20 Wherein the signaling indicates the actual configurations for the groups in a defined order, 

wherein the one or more reference configurations for each group comprises a singfe reference 

configuration, and wherein the single reference configuration for any given group is the actual 

configuration, if any, signaled immediatialy before that of the given group. 

25 22. The method of any of claims 14-21, wherein the codebook is a Kronecker codebook 

defined for a multi-dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders indexed by 

different possible values of a single indHx parameter. wherein the different possible values of 

the single index parameter are divided into different clusters of consecutively ordered values, 

and wherein precoders in different ones, of the one or more groups are respectively indexed by 

30 the different clusters of consecutively ordered values. 

23. The method of any of claims 14-21, wherein the codebook is a Kronecker codebook 

defined for a multi-dimensional antenna array and comprises different precoders indexed by 

different pairs of possible values for a fiirst-dimension index parameter and a second-dimension 

35 index parameter, and Wherein precoders in each of the one or more groups are indexed by pairs 

that have the same value for either the 1first-dimension ir,dex parameter or the second

dimension index parameter, 
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24. A network node (10, 600) for signaling to a. wireless corrm1unication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 600) 

configured to: 

generate codebook subset restriiction signaling that, for each of one or more grollps of 

precode rs, jointly restricts the precoders in the gmup by restricting a certain 

component that the prec,::>ders in the group have In common; and 

send the generated signaling from the network node (10,600) to the Wireless 

communication device (14, 800). 

10 25. The network node of claim 24, configured to perform the method of any of claims .3-13 

26. A network node (10, 600) for signallng to a wireless communication device (14, 800) 

which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10,600) 

characterized by: 

15 a generating module (640) for gE:inerating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

20 

25 

30 

27. 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 

group by restricting a cetiain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common; and 

a sending module (650) for sending the generated signaling from the network node (10, 

600) to the 'wireless communication device (14, 800). 

A Wireless communicatlon device (14. 800) for decoding signaling from a netWork node 

(10, 600) inqfcating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device (14, 800) configured to: 

receive codebook subset restricltion signaling that, for each of one or more groups of 

precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 

component that the precoders in the group have in common; and 

decode the received signaling a:s jointly restricting precoders in each of the one or more 

groups of precoders. 

28. The wireless communication device of claim 27, configured to perform the method of any 

of claims 3-13. 

29. A wireless communication device (14, 800) for decoding signaling from a network node 

35 (10, 600) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restrTcted from bein.g used 1 the Wireless 

communication device (14, 800) characterized by: 

a receiving module (840) for rec,eiving codebook subset restriction signaling that, for 

each of one or more groups of precoders, jointly restricts the precoders in the 
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group by restricting a certain component that the precoders in the group have in 

common; and 

a decoding module (850) for decoding the received signaling as jointly restricting 

precoders in each of the one or more groups of precoders. 

30. A network node (1-0, 500) for signaling to a wireless communication device which 

precoders 1n a codebook are restricted lfrom beihg used, the network node {10, 500) configured 

to: 

31. 

32. 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook. 

identify one or more reference configurations for the group, wherein each 

reference conflgU1ration is one of different posslble cohfiguratlons that 

restrict different subgroups of precoders f n the group from being used; 

identify 1 from the different possible configurations for the group, an actual 

configuration to be signaled for the group; and 

generate signaling to indicate the actual configuration for the group, by 

generating the sinnaling as a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) 

whether the actuHI configuration matches one of the one or more 

reference configuirations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configurati,on matches; and 

send the generated signaling to the wireless communication device. 

The rietwork node of claim 30, configured to perform the method of any of claims 16-23. 

A network node {10, 500) for signaling to a wirel~ss communication device (14, 700) 

25 which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the network node (10, 500) 

characterized by: 

30 

35 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

a reference configuration identifying module (540) for identifying one or more 

reference configuirations for the group, wherein each reference 

configuration is oine of different possible configurations that restrict 

different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used; 

an .actual configuration iclentifying module (550) for identifying, from the different 

possible configurations for the group, an actual configuration to be 

signaled for the group: and 

a generating module (56'0) for generating signaling to indicate the actual 

configuration for the group, by generating the signaling as a bit pattern 

whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration matches 
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one of the one or more reference configurations and/or (ii) which 

reference configuiration the actual configuration matches; and 

a sending module (570) for sending the generated signaling to the wireless 

communication device (14, 700). 

33. The network node of claim 32, configured to perform the method of any of claims 16-23. 

34. A wire1·ess communication device (14. ?00) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 500) indicating which precoders in a codebook are festricted from being used, the wireless 

10 communication device (14, 700) configured to: 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

receive signaling from the network node (10, 500). 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

identify one or more refeire.nce configurations for the group, wherein each 

reference configuiration is one of different possible configurations that 

restrict different subgroups of precoders in the group from being used; 

identify a bit pattern defined for signaling each reference configuration, and a 

length of that bit pattern; and 

detect an actual configuration signaled for the group, by detecting 1n the signaling 

a bit pattern whose length depends on (i) whether the actual configuration 

matches one of tt,e one or more reference configurations and/or (ii) which 

reference conflguiration the actual configuration matches. 

35. The wireless comrnunication deviee of claim 34, configured to perform the method of any 

of claims 16-23. 

36. A wireless communication device (14, 700) for decoding signaling from a network node 

(10, 500) indicating which precoders in a codebook are restricted from being used, the wireless 

communication device characterized by: 

a receiving module (740) for rec,eiving signaling from the network node (10,500). 

for each of one or more groups of precoders in the codebook: 

an identifying module (7fi0) for identifying one or more reference configurations 

for the group, wh,erein each reference configuration is one of different 

possible configurations that restrict different subgroups of precoders in 

the group from bHing used; and for identifying a bit pattern defined for 

signaling each reference configuration, and a length of that bit patterni 

and 

a detecting module (760;1 for detecting an actual configuration signaled for the 

group, by detecting in the signaling a bit patternwhose length depends on 
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(i) whether the ac:tuaJ configL1ratiori matches one of the one or more 

reference configuirations and/or (ii) which reference configuration the 

actual configuratiion matches. 

5 37. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed by at least one 

processor of a node (10, 14), causes th•e node (10, 14) to carry ouf the method of any of 

embodiments 1-23. 

38. A can-ier containing the compute!r program of embodiment 37, wherein the earner is one 

10 of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer- readable storage medium. 
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□ Box No. VI 
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INTERNATIONAL PRELIMINARY REPORT 
ON PATE'NTABILITY 

Box No. I Basis of the report 

i Witti regard to the language, this report is based on 

l2l the international application in the language in which it was filed 

□ a translation of the international application into , which is the language 
of a translation furnished for the purposes of: 
D international search (under Rules 12.3(a) and 23.1 (b)) 
D publication of the international application (under Rule 12.4(a)) 

International application No. 
PCT/SE2016,050009 

D international preliminary examination (under Rules 55.2(a) anctor 55.3(a) and (b)) 

2. With regard to the elements~ of the international application, this report is based on (replacement sheers which 
have been furnished to the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to {n this 
report as "originally fifed" and are not annexed to this report): 

Description, Pages 

1-30 

Claims, Numbers 

as originally filed 

1 -20 tiled with the letter of 

Drawings, Sheets 

1114-14/14 as originally filed 

□ a sequence listing· see Supplemental Box Relating to Sequence Listing. 

3. □ The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of: 
D the description, pages 
D the clarms, Nos. 
D the drawings, sheetsifigs 
D the sequence listing (specify): 

28-12-2016 

4 □ This report has been established as if (soine of) the amendments annexed to this report and listed below 
had not been macfe, since either they are considered to go beyond the. disclosure as filed, or they were 
not accompanied by a letter indicating the basis for the amendments in the application as filed, as 
indicated in the Supplemental Box (Rules 70.2(c) and (c-b;s)): 

D the description, pages 
□ the claims, Nos. 
□ the drawings, sheets,tigs 
D the sequence listing (specify): 

5. □ This report has been established: 
□ taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this Authority 

under Rule 91 (Rules 66.1 (d-bis) and 70.2(e)). 
□ without taking into account the rectification of an obvious mistake authorized by or notified to this 

Authority under Rule 91 (Rules 66.4bis and 70.2(e)). 
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6. t8l With regard to top-up searches (RUies 66.1 ter and 70.2(f)): 

International application No. 
PCT/Sl=.2016,050009 

1'81 A top-up search was carried out by this Authority on 12.01.2017 {all discoverea d'ocuments are 
listed in the Supplemental Box Relating to Top-up Search). 
□ Additional relevant documents have been discovered during the top-up search. 

□ No top-up search was carried out by this Authority because it would serve no useful purpose. 

7 □ Supplementary international search report(s) from Authority(les) hashlave been received and taken into 
account in establishing this report (Rule 45bis.8(b) and (c)). 

If item 4 applies, some or all of those sheets may be marked "superseded". 

Box No. V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial 
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

Statement 

Novelty (N) Yes: 

No: 

Inventive step (IS) Yes'. 

No: 

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: 

No: 

2, Citations and explanations (Rule 70.7): 

see separate sheet 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 

Claims 1-20 

Claims 

Box No. VII Certain defects in the international application 

The following defects in the form or contents of the international application have been noted: 

see separate sheet 

Box Np. VIII Certain observations on tlJe international application 

The following observations on the clarity of the claims. description, and drawings or on the question wheth~r the 
claims are fully supported by the description, are made: 

see separate sheet 
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Be Item Y 

International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

Reason~d statement with regard to novelty, inventive step or industrial 
applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement 

Reference is made to the following documents: 

D1 

D2 

US 2013/163687 A1 (JING Ml::IFANG [CN] ET AL) 27 June 2013 
(2013-06-27) 

US 2014/016549 A1 NOVLAN THOMAS DAVID [US] ET AL) 16 
January 2014 (2014-01-16) 

1.1 The document D1 is regarded as being the prior art closest to the subject
matter of claim 1, and discloses (the references in parentheses applying to 
this document) 

A method implemented by a network node for signallng to a wireless 
communication device which precoders in a codebook are restricted from 
being used (paragraph [0022], "setting, information to identify the respective 
groups in the codebooks as restricted or unrestricted, into a codebook subset 
restriction option of higher-layer signalling."), the method characterized by: 

generating codebook subset restriction signaling that, for each of one or more 
groups of precoders, jointly restr.icts the precoders in the group by restricting 
a certain component that the precoders in the group have in common 
(paragraphs [0017]-(0019], "grouping per identical precoding matrix to take 
Identical precoding matrixes in the codebooks as a group; grouping per same 
beam direction to take precoding matrixes in the same beam direction in the 
r;;odebooks as a group; and grouping per precoding matrix element to take 
precoding matrixes with ;dent/cal precoding matr;x elements in the codebooks 
as a group.'' and paragraph [0022] as above); and 

sending the generated signaling from the network node to the wireless 
communication device (paragraph (0024], "transmitting the higher-layer 
signalling to a UE to instruct the UE to report a Precoding Matrix lndicator(s), 
PM!, and/or a Rank Indicator, Rl(s), according to the codebook subset 
restriction option in the higher-layer sfgnal/;ng.''). 
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International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1.2 The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known method in that 
claim 1 further discloses that 

a) the precoders are Kronecker product precoders; and 

b) the signaling is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of 
their transmission rank. 

Therefore, claim 1 is novel (Article 33(2) PCT). 

1.3 This has the technical effect that codewords on specific elevation and 
azimuth directions can be restricted, and also that the amount of signaling 
can be reduced by restricting all precoders having a common component 
irrespective of their rank. 

1.4 The problem to be solved by the present invention may therefore be regarded 
as how to design the precoders and how to treat precoders of each rank. 

1.5 The solution to this problem proposed in claim 1 of the present application 1s 
considered to involve an inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT), for the following 
reasons: 

Beamforming vectors that can be written as a Kronecker product of different 
beamforming vectors associated with different dimensions are well
established (see, e.g. paragraph [0042] of document D2). A person skilled in 
the art would therefore combine the teachings of document 01 with 02 and 
would arrive to feature a). 

However, although Document D1 discloses (paragraph [0038]) that the 
codebooks at respective ranks can have the same or different grouping rules. 
the disclosed embodiments disclose grouping within each rank and there is 
no teaching in document D1 that would 1ndicate restricting precoders in a 
rank-agnostic way, namely restrict all precoders with a common component 
irrespective of their rank. 

Thus, a person skilled in the art would not arrive to feature b) in combination 
with the features disclosed in document D1 and feature a). Therefore, the 
subject-matter of claim 1 is also Inventive (Article 33(3) PCT). 

In conclusion, claim 1 meets the requirements of the PCT with respect to 
novelty and inventive step. 

1.6 The same reasoning applies mutatis mutandis to the subject-matter of the 
corresponding claims 2, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 19. Therefore, notwithstanding the 
clarity objections in Item VIII, claims 2, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 19 also meet the 
tequirements the PCT with respect to novelty and inventive step. 
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International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1. 7 Claims 3-12, 14, 17 and 20 are dependent on claims 1, 13, 1 6 and 19 and as 
such also meet the requirements of the PCT with respect to novelty and 
inventive step. 

Be Item vu 
Certain defects in the international application 

The application does not meet the requirements of Rule 5.1 (a)(ii) PCT, 
because document 01 is not identified in the description and the relevant 
background art disclosed therein is not d scussed. 

Re Item VUI 

Certain observations on the ·international application 

1 The application does not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT, because 
claims 3-10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 20 are not clear. In particular: 

1.1 Claim 3 defines a "beam precoder''. Use of the term in the claim without 
defining it renders the scope of protection of the claim unclear. This objection 
might have been overcome if "beam precoder'' had been defined as e.g. in 
page 16 lines 13-14 of the description or as in claim 5 or 8. 

1.2 The same clarity objectioh applies to claims 4, 9, 1 O and 11. 

1.3 Claim 4 defines restricting a precoder comprising one or more beam 
precoders if at least one of its one or more beam precoders is restricted. On 
the other hand, claf m 1 defines restricting the precode rs in one or more 
groups of precoders. It is therefore unclear if claim 4 defines restricting a 
group of precoders comprising one or more beam precoders or if it defines 
restricting one precoder which comprises beam precoders and which may 
also belong to the group. 111 the latter case, it appears that this is not 
consistent with claim 1, as claim 1 defines restricting the precoders n a 
group. 

1 .4 Claim 7 defines a beam precoder and is dependent on claim 5, which 
provides a different definition for a bearn precoder. Therefore, claims 5, 6 and 
7 are not consistent. 

fol'm PCT/Separi11e Shee 409 (Sheet 3) (EPO-Aprll 2005) 
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1.5 The same clarity objection holds for claim 8. 

International application No. 

PCT/SE2016/050009 

1 .6 Claim 9 is dependent on claims 1-8 -and defines signaling to indicate whether 
or not different beam precoders are restricted. However, a certain component 
being a beam precoder is defined in claim 3. This renders the scope of 
protection of claim 9 unclear. 

1. 7 The same objection applies to clam 11. 

1.8 Claim 1 o which defines a beam precoder and restricts codebook subset 
restriction depends on claim 1. However, the certain component comprising a 
beam precoder is defined in claim 2. This renders the scope of claim 10 
unclear. 

1.9 Moreover, claim 1 O is not consistent with claims 7 and 8. 

1. 1 0 Although claims 13 and 15 have been drafted as separate independent 
claims, they appear to relate effectively to the same subject-matter and to 
differ from each other only with regard to the definition of the subject-matter 
(or which protection is sought and/or in respect of the terminology used for the 
features of that subject-matter. The aforementioned claims therefore lack 
conciseness and as such do not meet the requirements of Article 6 PCT. 

1.11 The same clarity objection also applies to claims 16 and 18. 

1.12 Claim 20 defines a carrier containing a computer program. It is not clear how 
a carrier for a computer program can be a signal, as such a carrier is not 
disclosed in the appllcatlon and It would not be obvious to the person skilled 
in the art how to use a computer program contained in a signal to perform the 
methods disclosed in the application. 
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2016-i2-28 
Your Oate 

/\ltandl"g to rtu~ matt.er 

Aelerenoe (Dc.cu(Tlent N9) 

P4ssgs wo1 
Your Flefere'/IM 

Hannes Nordmark +46107165788 European Patent Office 

80298 Munich 
GERMANY 

Via CMS (epolirie Case Managemef"\t System) 

Response to Written Opinion pursUi,1nt to ArticJe 34 PCT 

Application Number: 
Application Date: 
Applicant: 
Our Reference: 

Enclosure(s): 
Claims: 

PCT /SE201 15/050009 
2016-01-11 
Telefonaktielbolaget LM Ericsson (publ) 
P45698 W01 

Substitute claims: number 1-20 
Marked up claim amendments for information purpose 

Dear Sirs, 
In response to the Written Opinion of , Applicant hereby submits the following comments and 
enclosed amendments pursuant to Article 34 PCT. 

Amendments and Support 

The claims have been amended to specify that the codebook has a Kronecker structure. Support 
can be found at least in on page 15 lines 19-20, describing an embodiment where the CSR 
signaling limits precoders which are Kronecker product precoders. 

The claims have been further limited to specify that the signaling, indicating the component to be 
restr,icted, is rank-agnostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their transmission rank. 
Support can at least be found on page 15, lines 23-24. 

Claims corresponding to, as defined by thE! examiner, group 2 has been removed. 

Certain Observations on the international application 

The claims are clear under Art 6 PCT because the preamble of the independent claims defines that 
the signaling relates to which precoders in a codebook that are restricted from being used. This is 
already in line With what the examiner is proposing to make the claim clear. 

Novelty 
The present invention is based on an ir,sig ht that using a Kronecker codebook enables the use of a 
rank-agnostic CSR signaling which effectively reduces the number of bits required for restricting 
the use ofprecoders in a UE. 

Ericsson AB 

Paten\ Unit Kista RAN 1 

Torshamnsgatan 23 

SE-164 80 S1ockholm 

SWEDEN 

Tel: ~ 46 10 719 10000 

Fax: ~46 10 717 5695 

VAT: SE556056625801 

Reg No 556056-6258 WWW encsson.com 
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Date 

2016-12-28 
1-ieferenc:e (Docwmenl NO) 

P45698 W01 

D1, US 20130163687 A 1, discusses diffemnt ways of grouping a codebook and sets off by stating 
the grouping of matrixes in the codebook is done at the respective rank. 

[0011) grouping precoding_ ma1rixes in codebooks al 
respective ranks with N antenna ports respectively. where N is 
a natural m.unber; and 

The rest of the summery are examples for grouping at each rank, Which is further emphasized ln 

f0013] Preforably grouping the precoding matrixes in the
codebooks at respective ranks respectively includes any oue 

and lastly in 

of: 

(00201 Particularly the: codebooks al different ranks can be 
grouped in the same or different ways. 

D1 is thus concerned with the -idea of groulPing per transmission rank according to different options. 

D1 also silent with respect to the precoders being Kronecker product precoders. 

The subject-matter of the independent claims are thus novel. 

Inventive step 
The subject-matter of claim 1 differs from D1 in that the precoders being Kronecker product 
precoders and that the signaling is rank-ag1nostic so as to restrict precoders irrespective of their 
transmission rank. 

The subject-matter of claim 1 differs at least from D2 (US 20140016549 A 1) in that the - for each of 
one or more groups of precoders, jointly re•stricts the precoders in the group by restricting a certain 
component that the precoders in the groupr have in common, wherein the signaling is rank-agnostic 
so as to restrict precoders irrespective of t11eir transmission rank; and 

The objective technical problem starting from D2 is to reduce signaling associated with codebook 
subset restriction. 

There is nothing in D2 either explaining or suggesting that a solution for reducing CSR is to restrict 
a certain component of the codebook so a:s to restrict the precoders irrespective of their 
transmission rank. 

Accordingly. there is nothing that would lead a person skilled in the art to a solution falling within 
the scope of claim 1 . 

D1 teaches grouping precoders per rank and thus also fails to teach the use of a certain 
component of the codebook so as to restrict the precoders irrespectlv.e of their transmission rank, 
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P45698 W01 

A person skilled in the art would therefore not arrive at a solution falling within the scope of claim I, 
and clatm 1 thus involves an inventive step. 

The same reasoning is applicable for the o,ther independent claims as well. 

Summary 

The claims are. considered to fulfill the requirements on conciseness, support by the description, 
novelty, and inventive step. A positive International Preliminary Examination Report is therefore 
expected. 

Should the Examiner have any questions that may be favorably discussed over the telephone or 
deems further minor amendments to be needed before issuance of a positive IPRP, you are 
welcome to contact the case responsible patent engineer/patent attorney, Hannes Nordmar.k on 
-i-46107165788. 

Hannes Nordmark 
European Patent Attorney 
Association No: 643 
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